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Preface
This handbook displays the result of project cooperation between Energy City Frederikshavn and The Danish Federation
of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises. This cooperation received financial support from the North Denmark Region’s
Regional Development.

In this handbook, Energy City Frederikshavn and The Danish Federation of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises have
tried to create an overview displaying the factors that would
improve craftsmen in their work with energy optimizing in
private homes. The handbook gives an insight into the possibilities for further education, courses, partnership, building

North Denmark Region made the preparation of this project
possible by focusing determinedly on sustainable energy and
energy renovations in the northern part of Jutland. This effort by North Denmark Region is greatly appreciated.

legislations, the lives of the homeowners and their practical
experiences from Frederikshavn and in the environs of Frederikshavn.
The results of this project have been composed to put focus

The point of this is handbook is to raise awareness and interest of the enormous energy-saving potential that many
homeowners have yet to take advantage of. Therefore, it can
be considered as a source of inspiration to the homeowners
who are the primary actors when it comes to optimization of
energy in private homes.

on energy renovations regionally. Thus, the purpose is to inspire and lift SmartCityDKs project program 2 by displaying
the gathered experiences. Therefore, different project partners in SmartCityDK have been included in the discussions
around the organizing of the project and the results obtained. Our cooperation with Thisted Municipality is a great

Energy City Frederikshavn is using several methodologies
with the purpose of breaking down barriers that inspire
homeowners in realising the great energy-saving potential
existing in their very own house. The method of breaking
down these barriers is primarily by motivating homeowners
through targeted information and impartial counselling, so
that the decision can be made on an enlightened and competent basis.

example of the project partnership.
”a handbook of energy renovation in private homes shows
that cooperation and sharing of knowledge are the foundations for progress in the construction industry. If the ways of
collaborations that have been used in Energy City Frederikshavn were to be transferred to the rest of the northern part
of Jutland, it would strengthen the development of energy

In addition to motivated homeowners, a realisation of the
enormous energy-saving potential requires a number of
other factors that this handbook will account for. The optimizing of energy consumption in households will not sort
out itself. It requires competent artisans, companies and
other suppliers, all of whom are equally important factors.
The entire effort is made with the purpose of creating in-

efficient buildings and renovations which would benefit citizens and industry in the entire northern part of Jutland. The
SmartCityDK network is looking forward to the continuation
of a constructive cooperation with Energy City Frederikshavn
in the common northern Jutlandic effort in building energy
efficient buildings.” Jesper F. Carstens, head of the secretariat SmartCityDK.

creased growth and increased employment in the local areas.
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Introduction
Let us start by asking ourselves a question:

they need to have access to the appropriate advice and
information on energy; that the craft enterprises must

- How does one eat an elephant? With a teaspoon – a lot

have the skill and know-how to conduct the energy-

of teaspoons.

saving projects; that the banks must be supportive and
willing to finance the necessary investments; that the real

This is one way of drawing a picture of the enormous

estate agents must accomplish the necessary competence

task associated with realizing the immense potential for

to inform the sellers and buyers about the financial ef-

energy-savings that exist in the Danish households. The

fects of a house’s high versus low energy cost, but also

extent of this potential can be described and made up in

that someone – the obvious choice could be the munici-

several ways and this can happen with focus on climatic

palities – needs to go on the offense and push the devel-

interests, security of supplies and other relevant argu-

opment in the right direction.

ments. But however it is expressed, the realization of the
energy-saving potential depends only on the homeown-

According to SBi – the Danish Building Research Insti-

ers’ willingness towards investments.

tute – two of the greatest barriers in the way of achieving
more energy renovation in private residences are:

Surprisingly many homeowners claim that they only use
as much energy as absolutely necessary! However, count-

Lack of knowledge among homeowners

less analyses as well as real experiences state that the

Lack of the necessary competence among the craftsmen

heat consumption of many households can be reduced
by 1/3 and that many savings, which are financially at-

These are the two barriers that this handbook intends to

tractive for homeowners, are available. They talk about a

break down. Therefore, the handbook is aimed at the ar-

massive amount of up to 200 billion Danish Kroner [ap-

tisans and the homeowners and is based on research and

proximately 27 billion €] on a national basis.

practice-oriented actions, strategies and methods.

In order to get the majority of the homeowners with on

The handbook is divided into four chapters:

it, the job of just one actor is not enough. All actors need
1: Worth knowing about energy renovations in private

to take part and they all need to have their interest in it.

residences
2: Increased competence, cooperation and upgrading

However, it is required that homeowners are granted the
necessary overview and proper decision-making founda-

among artisans
3: Barriers and tools for initiation of energy renovation

tion in order to make the right decision. It means, that

4: Involvement and motivation among homeowners
6

The handbook can be read in chapters or in accordance to what it is
relevant for the individual, but also as a whole for the readers, who
wish to experience the compiled potential in addition to letting themselves get inspired by the measures of promote energy-saving in private
homes. Furthermore, some of the sections are aimed at both artisans,
homeowners, municipalities and other sides that are interested in
creating growth and development in the energy field.
The Danish Federation of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises and
Energy City Frederikshavn, August 2012
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Worth knowing about
energy renovations in
private residences
In this section, you will achieve basic knowledge on the energy-saving potential in private homes,
how much value it can add to the residence when it is renovated, what meaning the energy label
has for the pricing of the residence and much more.
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Energy-efficient houses
According to the Danish Building Research Institute, Aal-

growth has been increased by approximately 50%. His-

borg University and “The Danish Knowledge Centre for En-

torically, this is a new tendency because there has always

ergy Savings in Buildings”, homeowners are able to gain

been coherence between consumption of energy and fi-

considerable energy- and CO2-savings by energy optimiz-

nancial activity in the past. This is a tendency which is

ing existing detached houses. Especially detached houses

still occurring in a number of other countries.

built in the 1960-1970s (SBi: 2009,1 and SBi:2009,2).

Denmark has managed to get away from that coherence

The starting point of energy optimizing the Danish homes,

by, among others, reducing the consumption of energy

in addition to getting a share in the many savings, is all

in the Danish houses; and there is still plenty of cost-

about the ability to underline and illustrate the enor-

effective energy-savings to obtain for the homeowners. If

mous potential that is available in most houses. There are

the entire Danish energy-saving potential in the private

a number of conditions in place. These conditions are for

homes-field was realized, more than half of the CO2-

instance: the development of the energy prices, the ener-

reduction, that Denmark has made a commitment to for

gy consumption of the house – and its value, saving op-

the international community, would have been achieved.

portunities, future prospects and law consideration. Both
homeowners and craftsmen should be aware of current

Looking at numbers of how big the consumption of en-

building legislation before the renovation project starts.

ergy in private homes is, one realizes that the year the
building was built has a crucial significance on the size

This section explains these subjects in general; however

of the energy consumption. For instance, a house built

they cannot be transferred directly to every single home-

by the rules of the latest structural legislation only uses

owner’s situation, because every house should be evalu-

approximately 15 % of what consumption is used for

ated individually. Nonetheless, the walkthrough paints

heating the rooms of a house built in the beginning of

a picture of a large saving potential that hopefully can

the 1960s. So if one lives in one of the around 500.000

contribute to making the basis of decision more obvious

classic standard houses from the 1960s, the consumption

for many homeowners.

would be around 220 kWh/m2/year.
The numbers are a definite indicator on how big the consumption of energy in buildings built in a certain period

How old is your house, and how
big is the consumption of energy?

is. Naturally some of these numbers may be evasive, be-

In Denmark, the consumption of energy has been con-

In Denmark, the first structural legislation (BR) was im-

stant for the past 30 years, even though the financial

plemented in 1961, but the first requirement on how

cause some energy-saving renovations may have been
applied to some of the houses.
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big the consumption of energy in new buildings could

for heating purposes. In the figure below, one can see the

be, was not out until 1977. The latest update was out in

development in the demands associated with the size of

2010, in which the electric consumption was included.

the consumption of energy.

kWh/m2

Earlier, the structural legislation was only covering energy
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What is an energy label?

tion of energy is in the residence, but how big the consumption of energy has been for the owner of the house

When a homeowner chooses to sell the house, the seller

up to now. If the seller, for instance, has three teenage

must pay for a so-called energy label which gives the

daughters, all of whom take shower several times per day,

buyer a sense of how big the expenses on energy are.

five televisions and computers running day and night, or

The energy label must be visible in the advertisement the

if the seller is a single senior citizen who only heats up a

same way as it is visible when you buy a refrigerator, for

part of the house, it will naturally reflect in the outlay of

instance.

the consumption of energy.
This is not what the energy label is used for seeing as it

The energy label does not describe how big the consump-

does not in fact say anything about the consumption, but
more on the habits and behaviour of the seller.
11

House prices and consumption of energy

However, the energy label is used to determine
the consumption of energy from the physical
character of the house.

The increasing energy costs is one of the reasons that en-

Thus, the methodology in the energy label makes it

ergy optimizing is a reasonable investment – also if you

possible to compare the consumption of energy in sev-

are considering selling your house. From 2000 and to

eral houses, which may influence the consideration and

present time, the costs of electricity, natural gas and heat

choice of the buyer. It is the same way one defines the

have been increased by approximately 50%. In the same

fuel consumption of a car.

period of time, the costs in general have “only” been in-

When a car brand is promoted to drive 20 km in one liter

creased by 30%. And only the fewest believe that the en-

of fuel it is done so bearing in mind that, out from certain

ergy costs will be decreased in the future. On the contrary,

conditions and circumstances, this is already existent for

most believe that they will increase - even increase more

other brands of cars. This means, that a car buyer is able

than the retail price (source: Danish statistic).

to use the adduced number of driven kilometers per liter
to choose one car brand over the other. The fuel finances

The most obvious explanation is that house buyers focus

are typically worse functionally, but it is going to be that

more on the energy costs of the house before they con-

way no matter which brand of cars is chosen.

sider buying it. The same tendency is reflected in the cost

12

of the house that also becomes more and more depend-

that the consumption of energy will move further up the

ent on the energy costs.

list. They estimate that the consumption of energy will

An average-sized detached house (140 m2 with energy

move to the top 3 by 2020 – still right behind location

label C) is often able to be sold at a price far higher per

and general condition of the house.

m2 than an equivalent detached house with energy label
G (boliga:2011).

Consumption of Energy on the buyers’

2010

2020

Many estate agents express the same tendency. They ex-

Number 1

0%

0%

Top 3

15 %

45 %

Top 5

36 %

39 %

Top 10

36 %

13 %

Realkredit Danmark has made a survey among estate

Out of top 10

10 %

0%

agents which showed that none of the ones that were

No idea

3%

3%

perience that the consumption of energy is moving up on
the Top-10 list over what buyers prioritize when they are
choosing house.

asked believed that the costs of energy will ever be on
neither first nor second place on the Top-10 list. Location
and the general condition of the house will keep on being

Source: Realkredit Danmark,1

what house buyers prioritize. However, 15% of the estate
agents experienced in 2010 that house buyers place the

When looking at the price difference between houses in

consumption of energy on a third place while as many as

good shape and houses in bad shape energy-wise, the

36% placed consumption of energy on a fifth place.

tendency points towards that investing in energy reno-

Furthermore, 45% of the asked estate agents estimate

vations is a good business. The houses are simply worth
more, if they are energy-efficient.
If a homeowner is thinking about selling the house, he
should consider how the energy costs are in the neighbourhood and realise the savings that are possible to
apply to his own house before selling. However, if he
expects to stay, it is a good idea to look into whether investments in energy renovations could be an alternative
to, for instance, increase the pension saving.
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Energy Label

through with the savings. The difference is obvious, even

Kr. pr. m2

though the green columns are with interest and repayments on a loan granted for the financing of energy-

A

17.032

B

16.560

C

15.770

D

14.670

E

14.159

F

13.396

G

11.460

savings.

Development of the heating bill w/w.o changes
180.000
160.000
140.000
120.000
100.000

Source: boliga:2011

80.000
60.000

The numbers in the source above have been taken from

40.000

Boliga’s survey in 2011. The survey shows the average

20.000

price per m2 for about 7.000 houses with energy labels

0
Year 1

from A to G bought in the first half of 2011.

Year 5
Year 10
Year 15
Total heating costs without renovation

Year 20

Year30

Energy label A is generally only achieved by houses built
recently. In far the most cases, the consumption of energy

Graph 1, source: Morten Hajn, MH2

in older houses will not be able to get that low. The energy-saving potential in houses with energy label G is quite

The columns are based on a house with a heating bill of

immense. A D-label describes a house with the average

40.000 kr. [5,533 €] per year, (4.000 l oil costing 10.000

consumption of energy but with room for improvements.

kr. [1,333 €] per 1.000 l) where investment of 300.000
kr. halves the costs of energy to 20.000 kr.
The lent 300.000 kr. [4,000 €] is repaid with interest of

A look into the crystal ball

5 % over 30 years and an expected yearly energy price
increase on 5 % has been scheduled analogous to the last

If you look into the crystal ball it might be even more

10 years of actual development in the energy prices. The

beneficial to invest in energy-savings in your house.

inflation has been set to 2 % and the savings have been

Graph 1 shows the development in a random house’s

converted to 2012-kroner.

heating bill if you do not go through with energy-savings
(the orange columns). The green columns show the heat-

The example is fictive but will be quite accurate and like-

ing bill of a house of the same size if you choose to go

ly, even though the basis, of course, can be discussed.
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The prices of energy can be increased more or less, but

Energy-savings = less vulnerability when it comes to in-

right now, a significant number of experts claim that

creasing energy costs

prices will increase continuously. The level of interest is
also going to change over a period of time but if you have

Another perspective is moving the cost from, for instance,

already loaned money you know the interest and the re-

oil to repaying and interest on a loan, where the monthly

payment profile for the rest of the repayment period, if

fee is known while the loan is being repaid – and as in

the loan is based at a fixed rate. In addition to this, future

this example, halve the consumption of energy, then up-

fee increases will be added, where we already know the

coming price increases on energy only hit half as hard.

decided safety fee which results in a steady growth in the
heating bill. For a common oil-heated detached house,

Simple payoff time

the average heating bill will be increased by 2.300 kr.
[307 €] by 2020, if the homeowner does not begin lowering the consumption of energy (Our Energy:2011).

For years, there has been a tradition of defining the
economy as tied to energy savings with the term ”simple

Annual savings

payoff time”. If you use this term in the example from

70.000

before, the payoff time is 15 years (300.000/20.000=15).

60.000

The disadvantage of this method is that it gives a static

50.000

picture of the saving because the method does not account for increasing energy prices and that it costs money

40.000

to loan money. The lower the interest is – meaning how

30.000

cheap your access to the money is – and the higher the

20.000

energy prices are, the more attractive is it to repay a loan

10.000

instead of paying an ever increasing heating bill.

0

1

5

10

15

20

25

30

Annual savings

Graph 2, Source: Morten Hajn, MH2

Graph 2 shows the yearly saving – again, understood as
the difference in the heating bill if you do not do anything and the heating bill including interest and repayment if you do something about the consumption of heat.
Already from the first year, there is a gain of more than
5.000 kr. [667 €]. The graph shows the different between
the red and the blue columns from Graph 1.
15

Energy renovation legislation

Furthermore, the notion of repayment time does not resolve the fact that the homeowner experiences savings
already the first year; for instance, the owner, as in the

When parts of a building are so worn out that it is nec-

example, gets about 5.000 kr. [667 €] more at disposal

essary to replace or renovate, it is your duty as a home-

every year; an amount that will increase in proportion to

owner to live up to the current regulation in the structural

the increasing energy prices.

legislation and other demands from the authorities. The
same conditions count, when the owner or craftsman is

Price of the house ~ willingness to pay

engaging in energy renovation or installing sources of
sustainable energy in private homes.

An interesting fact is that as long as the price of the houses
is determined by how large the interest and repayments

Practically and financially, it would be an advantage for

plus the running costs are, instead of the condition of the

the homeowner to combine several pieces of work at the

house itself, then a house with low energy costs will be

same time. For instance, if the kitchen and bathroom

able to be sold at a higher price than an equivalent house

need renovation, it is worth considering the possibilities

with larger energy costs.

for other changes that can make the house more energy-efficient or practical, according to the homeowner’s

With the current level of interest the cost of repayments of

wishes and needs.

a 100.000 kr. [13,300 €] loan will cost approximately 450
kr./month. [60 € per month]. By calculating backwards,
this means that:

By reducing the energy costs by 450 kr.
[60 €] per. month, the value of the house will
be increased by 100.000 kr. [13,300€].

The total cost for the homeowner would be the same. If it
costs less than 100.000 kr. [13,300€] to reduce the energy costs by 450 kr. [60 €] per. month, this could easily
be a good investment.
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Renovation and rebuilding

Energy renovation – and/or installation
of energy sources

An energy renovation should always be included for savings in the heating budget of the house. Normally, it is

When a renovation or a rebuilding of the house is made, it

not required to apply for permission when it comes to

is important to stay oriented towards the demands there

rebuilding and renovation when it does not concern

is around insulation of building parts, such as roof, outer

increasing floor area and in cases without significant

wall windows to name a few, in the structural regulation.

changes to the facade of the building. If garages, out-

It is about greater renovations or energy-based changes,

houses and the like are utilized for habitation, it will

which are about installations or the building envelope

generally be viewed as a significant change of usage –

of the house, if it also touches more than 25 % of the

and that requires permission. Generally, it is a good idea

building envelope or contributes to more than 25 % of

to seek out the local structural authority before engaging

the public estate value with deduction from the land

in projects concerning rebuilding of the house.

value. In addition, it is important to emphasize that the
requirements are met only if the project is worthwhile.

When applying for planning permission for a building, it
must be finalized at the local authority that can choose to

Likewise, the heating system must meet a number of de-

control if the demands for the planning permission have

mands. The legislation must be followed even though the

been met. The demands in the structural legislation must

building does not require permission from the local au-

be met. One must bear the following demands in mind:

thority.

Height and distance boundary
Consumption of energy and insulation
Escape routes
Fire conditions
Demands for constructions and materials
Indoor climate and ventilation

You are obligated by the structural legislation and demands from the authorities and have to be mindful towards the special set of rules in force for protected houses
and houses worth preserving.
You can choose to perform rebuilding and renovation
yourself but you have to have in mind that operation with

If the house is part of a local plan there will often be

water-, drain-, and electric installations require license.

regulations that, for instance, points toward what kind of

With larger projects you need to tell your insurance com-

materials that can be used. Everyone has a duty to abide

pany, because it can have significance to the house insur-

the local plan, but if you are in doubt it would be sensible

ance (Boligejer.dk).

to contact the local center for technique and environment
authority. This can help enlightening you about which
rules are enforced in a certain residential area. They will
be able to determine, whether the planned project is in
conflict with the rules – or the project can be conducted.
17
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Increased competence,
cooperation and
upgrading among
artisans
In this section you will be getting an overview over the actors, who can work together with beneficial effects to realize the energy-saving potential. Additionally, this section accounts for further
education and competence courses for artisans within the subjects of energy efficient building
and energy advice.

19

Craftsmen, further education
and cooperation
All companies need to be looked upon and understood in

But you can say the same about the other actors:

the context they are in. This is also applied in the energy
area. Therefore, it is important to include all relevant ac-

First of all: without customers/homeowners – no energy

tors when one talks about the role of the craftsmen in

renovations; without financing – no energy renovations;

energy renovations. This is also applied within the dif-

without (further) educations – no highly skilled crafts-

ferent schools of craftsmanship, for instance carpenters,

men; without municipalities – no natural initiator and

masons, plumbers, electricians etc. However, it is also

so on.

applied to other kinds of actors, such as mortgage credit
institutions and banks, estate agents, municipality, dif-

To initiate the employment in the energy area, it is neces-

ferent educational institutions and other institutions that

sary to see all the actors as indispensable partners. It is

offer courses.

about realizing the potential by working together – and it
is about realizing the opportunities in qualifying oneself

Of course the craft businesses play a role independently.

within an area in constant development. The craftsmen

There is no doubt about that. Without craft businesses

need the sets of skills that are called for in order to in-

there can be no energy renovations.

crease the employment. This will create employment here
and now and basis for creating new room for apprentices
in the schools of craftsmanship.

20

The role of the craftsman

ing subjects he wants for his house. In these cases, a too
expensive heating bill can be the catalyst that makes the
homeowner contact a craftsman to deal with it.

The most important relation is the one between the
craft and homeowners. Three out of four homeowners
are contacting the craftsman directly when it comes to
house renovations and the like, instead of contacting an
architect or an engineer, for instance. There is nothing
strange about that, but it underlines the importance of
craft businesses in terms of getting the many possible energy renovations in the houses realized.
Thus, it is of immense importance that the craft businesses have the necessary competence. And they generally do
– at least within their own area of expertise.
When the customers contact a master carpenter and wish
to replace the windows – or a plumber when they want

In these cases, that are quite common and very under-

a new heating source – the companies are in their ele-

standable, the homeowners are often unable to get their

ment.

bearings regarding the possibilities: Should I get a furnace? Do I need to change my windows? Should I invest

For some companies it might be different if the home-

in a geothermal heater? Or do I need something entirely

owner does not have a clear idea of what energy optimiz-

different? How much money does it cost, and how much
money do I save in energy? Does it pay off to get more
things done simultaneously – and in which order? Can
I count on achieving the promised savings? What is the
best approach for my house – and can I count on what I
have read on a website?
The questions are often many and they constitute a relevant explanation on why the homeowners do not begin
realizing the energy saving potential – despite the prospects of saving money.

21

Many craft businesses have already increased their en-

There is no talk about oppositional relations; the craft

ergy-related competence, so that they are more capable

businesses want to deliver energy-saving solutions. But

of answering the many questions that the homeowners

they have to keep their companies running, and if the

have. However, seeing as there are 20-30.000 craft busi-

market does not require energy renovations in a relevant

nesses in business, there is still a way to go before eve-

number, then the companies have to perform other tasks

ryone in the industry has achieved the relevant level of

and are therefore not able to bet philanthropically on the

competence.

energy renovation market. The homeowners need to demand it first.

Cooperation
The craft businesses are just one of several actors who
need to be in position, before an extent of energy renovation can match the financial potential. Among the most
important of other actors are the mortgage institutions
and banks, estate agents, just like the municipalities also
have the possibility to play an important role.
The homeowners are not just asking questions to the
The craft businesses do not just throw themselves at the

craftsmen and the performances they deliver. They also

different offers of further education within the field of

question how they can finance the solutions that the craft

energy because they experience that the call for energy-

businesses suggest. Where do I go to loan the money? Do

savings is not very large on the market. Therefore, they

I have equity in the house and can that be mortgaged at

must ask themselves whether it is relevant to use resourc-

the mortgage institution? Does the value of my house in-

es on these further educations. Both in terms of the costs

crease so that I can regain the money from my investment

of the courses but also in terms of lost profit.

if I go through with the energy renovation?

An important circumstance is that a number of actors

Products from the banks and mortgage institutions re-

with knowledge and opinion about energy savings ar-

flect a starting attention on the potentially saved energy

gument with foothold in climate- or security of supply

costs that can be traded to increased house prices and

agenda. The primary agenda of the craft businesses is an-

increased lending. But a larger amount of loan types are

other one: Keeping their business up and running.

still needed.
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The new owner will often be able to define the relevant

energy costs in retailed homes. If nothing else, then just

energy renovation solutions after the takeover, and by

to show the seller the value that potential energy-savings

then the mortgage financing has typically been com-

can add to the price of the house. It should have a certain

pleted. It will be relatively expensive to initiate a new

impact when it can be proved that the square meter price

mortgage if it is even possible at all. Banks and mortgage

for a detached house with energy label C is significantly

institutions are only contributing slightly to the develop-

higher than a detached house with energy label G.

ments in the renovation market if they do not show the
enormous financial opportunities that the market con-

A number of municipalities are already creating initia-

tains.

tives with the purpose of promoting energy renovations
in private homes – Frederikshavn municipality is one of

In all fairness, it needs to be said that some money in-

them. It makes good sense because someone needs to

stitutions are already contributing, but the main part of

put himself at the forefront of the development; both in

them are still waiting.

terms of having the energy-saving potential realized in
the municipality’s own buildings but of course also in the

The estate agents can still do more to promote the regu-

houses of the citizens.

lated energy labels and especially by putting focus on the
23

The other actors are mentioned to underline that the craft

The energy renovation area can be complicated as it is

businesses cannot push the energy renovation market

with its complications a part of the explanation of why

forward by themselves. The other actors need to have the

homeowners, craftsmen, money institutions etc. not

same agenda, so that the homeowners will be treated in

“just” contribute to a realization of the full energy-saving

the same manner.

potential.

The municipalities need to grab the other actors when

So far, we are at the beginning of a revolution in terms of

they put themselves in the forefront of the energy reno-

how society and every single citizen administer their con-

vation agenda. It is primarily about the money institu-

sumption of energy. It means that many of the relevant

tions and the estate agents who can also contribute con-

actors are not in place and competent to manage the on-

structively to the agenda. Luckily, a growing number of

going and upcoming considerable changes in our energy

municipalities are doing so.

related behaviour. Therefore there is a need for all of the
actors to acquire the necessary sets of competence – also

The other actors are independent companies in a liberal

the craft businesses that do the work.

market. The same can be said about the craft businesses
which are under an increasing pressure that requires for
them to deliver energy-efficient solutions and have a
high level of competence in the energy area.
If the pressure was put on the other mentioned actors,
it could have beneficial effects in terms of the increasing the level of competence around the financing energy
renovations, the influence that energy renovations have
on the property valuation and the energy cost’s significance in the house market etc.
When looking at the practical pieces of experience and
obtained results from Frederikshavn municipality, it is
recommended for other municipalities to make use of
cooperation between all of the actors in order to resolve
how they, in cooperation, can contribute. All of this is
something that we still have to wait in order to see fully
realized.
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Further education

proved even more so that they will be meet the standards
of the existing challenges. And it is on its way.

The demands to the competence of the craftsmen, when

However if it is about counseling the house customers so

it comes to energy renovations, can be divided into two

that they can decide which solutions they want to have

points:

realized, then you need some entirely different sets of
1. To decide – what needs to be done

competence. In these cases, the master craftsman is the

2. To do – what it is decided

one who is in charge for communicating with the customer, advice and submitting a tender and so on, in which

Practically speaking, it can be hard for homeowners to

the dialogue of responsible energy solutions are included

decide what the best solution to their house is. Time af-

as an integrated part of the completed tasks.

ter time the homeowners seem to generally be unable
to gain overview over their own energy saving possibili-

The competence is acquired through a wide range of fur-

ties. Of course the case is different if the homeowners are

ther education offerings. It can be through the business

professional building owners, as for instance municipali-

schools, on the AMU-courses etc., just like the fact that

ties and housing associations etc. who either have or buy

a lot of further education is being offered in the trade

professional competence – and thus gain the ability to

organizations of the companies: EnergiXperten in aegis of

decide what needs to be done. When the homeowner has

DS Haandvaerk & Industri, Energifagmanden in aegis of

made his decision, most of the craft businesses would be

The Danish Federation of Small and Medium-sized Enter-

able to do what is decided. The condition is, of course,

prises and so on.

that they have already acquired the necessary energy related and technical skills.

Danish Technological Institute is offering a wide range of
energy related further educations, for instance the en-

And if not, it makes good sense that they quickly acquire

ergy advisor education. Energitjenesten also offers a great

these skills through difference courses that are offered in

number of energy-relevant courses.

the market.
For some companies it would be more relevant to hire
The craftsmen-wise and energy technical competences

staff with the required qualifications while for other

begin in the apprentice educations. So far there has been

companies it is an opportunity to buy out other compa-

no interdisciplinary focus on the consumption of energy

nies from other areas of expertise. For others, it could be

in these educational processes. Energy is not and has not

relevant to join some more or less committing networks

been absent in the educations. A plumber apprentice

in which the companies – toward the clients – refer to

learns a lot about different energy systems; a carpenter

each other across the fields of work. Therefore, it would

apprentice learns a lot about insulation, window solu-

be very different types of further education and courses

tions and so on, while the other educations can be im-

that is needed and is demanded.
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When municipalities sit at the head of boosting energy

“Energiproffer”

renovation market, it is important that municipalities
provide an overview of what craft businesses are look-

“Energiproffer” is a network of craftsmen in which several

ing for in order to deal with that task. It may differ from

companies have joined each other in order to offer com-

company to company, but in some cases there may be

petence in their area of expertise. The energy network

other challenges than just increased energy technical and

consists of local craftsmen from the municipality in Fred-

professional skills.

erikshavn and they cover the following areas of expertise:

Although there are a lot of examples that it is possible to
implement energy improvements with success, but it is

•

Masons

important that homeowners can trust craftsmen corpo-

•

Carpenters

rate skills when it comes to reducing energy consumption

•

Electricians

in homes.

•

Plumbers

•

Ventilation and heat pumps

•

Insulation

”Energiproffer” is not only offering advice on energy to

Martin Bruun contacted Energy City Frederikshavn and Er-

private customers for free but also suggestions for energy

hvervshus Nord in Frederikshavn, who council big- and

optimization and a calculation of the cost-effectiveness.

medium-sized profession companies in the area. It was

They put together a relevant team of craftsmen who de-

the beginning of the creation of a steering group that con-

liver a precise description of the project and submit a

sisted of representatives from Energy City Frederikshavn,

tender.

Business House North, Corbiz and EUC Nord. Together they
developed the concept around “Energiproffer”.

All of the members have completed an education in energy optimizing at EUC Nord and are members of a construc-

The network itself has been established as a part of the

tion settlement warranty. It is required that the leader

north Jutlandic growth program “More companies in

of the company has completed the education for “Ener-

growth” supported by Growth House North Jutland.

giproffer” and that the employees have completed the
courses for “Energiproffer”.

From competitors to partners

The idea of forming “Energiproffer” came from Frederik-

Martin Bruun contacted a number of craft businesses in

shavn but has been realized in a number of municipalities

the municipality of Frederikshavn himself and 22 par-

since they too have set up networks that can strengthen

ticipating craftsmen turned out to be interested in the

the competitive power through cooperation like “Ener-

project. In the beginning it was a challenge for the com-

giproffer” does.

panies to sit alongside their competitors to find a common course. With the mind set on growth, development

It started with an idea…

and increasing competence the members quickly became
motivated. It made sense to them that every one of them

Educationalist assistant Martin Bruun had the idea that

was able to contribute with different kind of knowledge

later became the creation of the network –”Energiprof-

and competence.

fer”.
The concept has been developed as a completed packIt was the idea of cooperating within an energy-efficient

age deal because the craftsmen include the other crafts

building that should create a network between craftsmen

in a renovation project, where they earlier only focused

from different companies. The energy network should

on their own. It means in other words that the network

specialize in energy renovation and energy-efficient

can offer the homeowners a combined valuation across

building and consist of local craftsmen from the munici-

the crafts, which can lower the costs of the project (Nord

pality in Frederikshavn. The targeted focus worked as a

jyske:2011).

sensible way to do it because the energy-saving market
had started to move.
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First of all education

mentality of the network has proved to make a difference
that secures the development of competence as well as
the competition advantages for the members.

EUC Nord and the participating craft businesses led the
way to coordinate and determine the educational process
with focus on development of competence in the energy

One of the challenges was to unify the competence be-

area.

cause all of the companies have different footholds. This
meant that several parts of the education have been more

It has been a significant foundation in the network that

relevant for some companies than they have been for the

all of the participants have an even level of craft within

others. In the beginning, the network had 22 companies

energy renovation and energy efficient building. The ed-

affiliated – in the end approximately half of them were

ucation has been established as an offer of further edu-

left. According to Allan Hejslet it is worth considering in a

cation at the EUC Nord craftsmen academy. The education

process like this one to affiliate the companies who really

gets more and more visitors from profession offices and

want it to succeed and have the commitment all the way

municipalities all over the country who wish to establish

through.

network educations likewise this.
In the work of establishing “Energiproffer”, the process

Looking back at the process

has been centered primarily on education as the most
important factor. Allan Hejslet points out that it is impor-

According to trade consultant Allan Hejslet from Erhvervs-

tant to process the market, when planning the formation

hus Nord the process has been a positive experience. The

of a new network such as “Energiproffer”. In the future
it will also be an important part of a partnership like this
one.
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Educational institutions
The entire country is flourishing with educations, courses
and further educations within energy renovation and installation of energy facilities. We account for a number
of the existent offers in Frederikshavn at respectively EUC
Nord and MARTEC.
The two educational institutions have a great partnership
and a determined focus on their different area of expertise. EUC Nord focuses on the areas around insulation and
improvements of the building envelope, where the further educations of MARTEC consist of educating craftsmen

The education that is necessary to become one of the

in energy efficient solutions in the areas of electricity-,

”Energiproffer” is primarily built around three areas:

plumbing- and installations.

knowledge, skills and cooperation.
The knowledge part generally consists of the following

Training of ”Energiproffer”

courses: energy optimizing of houses developed by “The
Danish Knowledge Centre for Energy Savings in Buildings”

In 2010 EUC Nord established the craftsmen academy

and the introduction course to the passive house educa-

which is an addition to the further education of the

tion.

building and construction education. The apprentices
are offered Building and Construction Plus with the four

Skills are obtained through hands-on courses but also

themes: Interdisciplinary cooperation, Energy optimiz-

through knowing the policies of the banks regarding the

ing of homes, Innovation and management and The

branch as well as a marketing part consisting of some de-

digital building. The addition to the further educations

termined tools to create visibility on the market.

gathers a range of courses in themes that corresponds
to the special needs for growth and development in the

Cooperation has a special place in the education because

companies, for instance education for “Energiproffer”.

it is the Achilles heel of building. The importance of com-

The owners of the companies that, in this case, represent

munication and cooperation between different profes-

all of the domains of the building site, have a need for

sional groups are pointed out here; also the cooperation

knowledge, sharing of knowledge and partnership - the

with architects and engineers. In the craftsmen academy,

work with energy optimizing of homes typically involves

the educational process is called: BygSoL (cooperation

more companies.

and learning in building process).
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Courses for further education in
technique, energy and environment

The courses have partially been determined the individual classes while others have been interdisciplinary. The
difference between the classes is clear in an interdisciplinary teaching situation. The result is better insight and

The Energy- and environment laboratory at MARTEC has

understanding of the entirety which is significant for the

been created as an educational center that offers courses

quality of the work that will be performed by these crafts-

for further education in development and communica-

men in the future.

tion within the fields of technique, energy and environment. MARTEC has been working together with a number

Financing the education have been supported by the

of companies who have expertise on the technological

Vaeksthus Nordjylland; a funding that EUC Nord was

fields. A close cooperation with Aalborg University helps

granted to pay for the professional and interdisciplinary

so that the latest knowledge is shared at all levels of edu-

educational process.

cations. Together, it secures a great quality of teaching
and knowledge transfer, so participants of the courses

The teaching will be taken care of by the teachers of EUC

take greatest possible advantage of.

Nord but also by a long range of contractors, architects,
engineers, bank – and marketing people. Traditionally,
the craftsmen classes within the energy-efficient building are divided into those who work with the building
envelope and those who work with the installations. On
the installation part, MARTEC has been included because
MARTEC is a leading factor in the area and has important relations to the large contractors. Approximately 20
masters and more than 50 other craftsmen have completed the education as “Energiproffer” and they are in
the leading position in the market today when it comes to
knowledge, skills and cooperation.
The energy optimizing specialist education has later been
in such a demand that municipalities and professional

MARTEC offers a wide range of courses with focus on en-

offices from all over the country are visiting the craftsmen

ergy optimizing for electricians and plumbers.

academy with the desire of creating network educations
like this one. At the moment, the municipalities in Hjoer-

The courses range from, among others, energy counseling

ring and Jammerbugt are developing educations like the

in energy saving topics in electric and plumbing instal-

one we see in Frederikshavn.

lations, heat pumps and ventilation facilities along with
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house heating through heat pump facilities, solar heating

After having completed the education to becoming an

systems and Solar cells. They also offer the education to

energy expert, the participant will be able to identify and

become an energy expert at MARTEC.

schedule the consumption of energy, can make proposals
and participate in the realization of an energy optimiza-

The common denominator of the courses is increasing the

tion on technical installations.

competence and giving an overview over the possibili-

Capabilities with a future

ties of energy optimizing in private homes, institutions,
stores, workshops and industries.

Both EUC Nord and MARTEC are contributing with courses
The participants of the courses gain an insight in the ar-

and postgraduate processes that teach the skill sets and

eas, in which there often are energy-savings to be made

competence in the energy field that are required. The

as well as the legal energy demands that are required.

educational processes secure that the craftsmen have a

The different courses give the knowledge about technique

possibility of obtaining the necessary sets of competence

and solution models in heat reclamation for small and

within an area that booms at the moment but meanwhile

medium-sized ventilation systems, solar heating system,

consist of technologies that are in constant development

solar cells for small or medium-sized buildings. After the

and change.

course, the participant will have the ability to council the
Therefore, it is important that the educational institutions

customers to reach the ideal solution.

stay updated with the newest knowledge within the arThe teaching at the energy expert education is divided

eas, but it is also important that craftsmen and other ac-

into: Basic knowledge about technical installations,

tors are willing to stay updated by participating further

charting the energy consumption of the company, Iden-

in the future. This is the basis for the energy optimizing

tifying and realization of energy optimizing and Design-

potentials in private homes that can be conducted in the

ing action plans for energy optimizing.

best possible way – and with the best result.

The educational process is divided into three modules
that each has duration of two days and is completed with
a test. Module one is centered around the subjects of
ventilation, electric engines and driving systems; Module
2 is about pumps and cooling whereas Module 3 includes
compressed air, Lighting and cost-effectiveness evaluation. It is only possible to participate in the modules that
are relevant for the attendee.
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Barriers and
tools for
initiation of
energy renovations
In this section, you are able to take stock of which barriers that are holding the homeowners back
when it comes to the energy optimizing of the house… and what tools can be used to break down
the barriers.
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The homeowner is the most important actor
Challenges

The homeowner is the most important actor when it
comes to initiating the optimizing of energy in private
homes – primarily understood as detached houses. If

When the different actors are trying to convince the

the homeowners are not convinced that the optimiz-

homeowners about the advantages of energysavings, it

ing of energy is the right thing to do, nothing is going

is typically financial advantages that will be highlighted.

to happen. The homeowner alone makes the decision to

The main part of this handbook is an expression of this,

go through with energy savings in their houses. Simply

too. The financial argument is typically followed up by an

because it is their houses and because they are the ones

increased comfort in the house that the energy renova-

who need to invest.

tions also apply. But it can also be hard to underline because it only rarely is possible to determine a price on, for
instance, the lack of draught from the big windows; and
the pleasure of taking a shower in solar heated water with
no contamination. It is also hard to put a price on the
transformation from a dank basement to a nice dwelling
in which the “price” could be airing it over the summer
resulting in the basement getting dried through for free
and contamination-free solar heat.
You can also argument for the need of reducing CO2 discharge in the interest of the climate and the security of
supply. These are important themes in terms of energysavings but even though the climate changes are visible,

There are a number of barriers that needs to be taken into

it is only a small number of people who are really affected

consideration when it comes to motivating the home-

by it. To most of the people, climate changes are typically

owners to make energy renovations in the house. These

affecting some other people in some other regions. The

are the barriers that need to be eliminated, if some seri-

same position goes for security of supply which is mostly

ous changes ever going to happen in the energy area.

about western European dependence based on energy

Therefore, this section will account for which barriers the

supplies from politically unstable regions of the world for

homeowner typically meet – and which tools that should

instance the Middle East, North Africa and Russia.

be used in order to eliminate them.
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These arguments are still very far away from the everyday
life of the common homeowners and it only contributes
little in motivating the homeowners to energy renovating
the house. Often, it is entirely different facts that influence the homeowners in their decisions.
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Barriers and tools

Said differently:
If the homeowners do not obtain the necessary knowl-

Historically, an enormous number of tests, describing the

edge then dealing with the other barriers are useless as

barriers of the homeowner when it comes to realizing the

well as process of breaking them down. Therefore the first

energy-saving potential, have been made. To the surprise

and decisive step is to give the homeowners the neces-

of no one, it is hard to point out a general barrier, that

sary knowledge and insight. This is where the munici-

can turn the situation around by itself. It is often about a

palities can make a big difference.

combination of various barriers that are regarded differThe Municipality of Frederikshavn has been able to iden-

ently from person to person.

tify a significant need for competence and ”neutral”
Some people like the prospect of making a great deal,

communication and counseling for the homeowners early

other people like giving a signal to others that they are

on. Therefore, Energy City Frederikshavn decided, along

doing something for the environment. The latter is con-

with the local energy supply company to hire an energy

nected to another phenomenon where some, for instance,

advisor who impartially, credibly and free was able to

prefer a solar cell on the roof instead of an invisible cavity

council the homeowners about energy-saving potentials

wall insulation. In these examples, it is about the visible

in their houses.

signal value that “in this house, we think about the consumption of energy”. It may seem a little paradoxical that

Per Heiselberg who is professor in energy-efficient build-

the result of the insulation job often is way better than

ing at Aalborg University has been researching in which

that of the solar cell – and more future-oriented, since

barriers that delay the decision process of the homeown-

the economic aspect of solar cell primarily consist of set-

ers when it comes to energy. By identifying the barriers,

tlement and conditions for grid connection that politically

Heiselberg has come up with some tools that can break

can change from day to day. One of the barriers, identified

them down. With this research in mind, Energy City Fred-

by the barrier studies, is the common lack of knowledge

erikshavn has achieved its basis of experience which is

of the homeowners about how big their consumption of

presented in the next chapter. Energy City Frederikshavn

energy is, what they can do about it and which solutions

has determined a series of efforts that help breaking

they have to choose (SBi:2004).

down the barriers of the homeowners and boost the energy renovations in private homes.
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Owner
OWNER

Primary barrier
•

lack of knowledge and interest towards consumption of energy, possible savings,
costs and non-energy /financial advantages.

•

Big cost [the price of wares and business hours]–do not think it will pay off.

•

Energy renovation is not a prestigious project.

•

Mistrust towards new products.

•

Lack of aesthetic examples and proved savings.

•

District heating pricings and fees means that it is not worth saving the energy.

•

Unrealistic repayment period.

•

Too much work to control the entire process alone.

Source: Professor Per Heiselberg, AAU:2010

Owner: where to make an effort?
OWNER

Knowledge
•

More focus on energy savings in relation to other contruction projects –
promote the interest.

•

Visible consumption of energy, own consumption vs. similar households.

•

Information about non-energy-wise advantages.

•

Demonstration projects.

•

Realistic expectations to savings – examples on calculated = measured saving.

•

Easy access to impartial specialists.

Finances
•

Support and deduction.

•

Alternative mortgage loans.

•

Energy prices whould contain incentives to savings.

•

Savings must follow the investments.

Source: Professor Per Heiselberg, AAU:2010
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Involvement and
motivation among
the homeowners
In this section, you will be able to see practical actions that Energy City Frederikshavn has performed to promote energy renovations in private houses. For instance in terms of information,
counseling, examples on energy renovations and financing opportunities.
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Motivation by including target groups
Four leads to growth in the
building sector

The basis for breaking the code and making a real boost
in energy optimizing is all about the ability to motivate
every homeowner. It is simply the homeowner whose final call is essential. Therefore it’s important to use the
correct tools to break down the barriers that hinder many

To secure and complete the value chain, Energy City Fred-

homeowners in taking the leap.

erikshavn has built a four-lane model, which involves
the homeowners in how they can use the significant

Energy City Frederikshavn has been doing a number of

energy saving potential existing in many houses in this

actions that determinedly deal with securing homeown-

country. The model is supported by the latest research in

ers the knowledge and motivation that will create results

the energy area and involves:

in the end.
In the following section four leads to growth in the building sector is unfold. This model is based on experience
foundations inspired by many homeowners in Frederikshavn Municipality.

Information

Counselling

Financing

Execution
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The operational areas of Energy City Frederikshavn have

•

Direct dialogue meeting with the citizens

been picked to break down the many barriers that are

•

The Energy Magazine e+, which is given to households

hindering that many homeowners choose energy renova-

in the entire municipality

tions for their houses. Often citizens talk about how they

•

lack overview and guidance from an impartial energy ad-

At www.energibyen.dk where homeowners are the
ones who look up

visor. Others are concerned about longer periods of build-

•

ing mess and also if the investments can be returned back

Arrange citizen related energy fairs with focus on energy improvements in the houses

to the homeowners in the form of reduced energy bill at
some point. The research shows that the power of the

The purpose of the information effort is to meet the

habits is remarkably strong which means that many own-

homeowners at their own eye level and at different

ers do not think adequately about the consumption of

platforms. For instance, the citizens of the municipality

energy as long as there is not a significant variation in the

have the opportunity of participating in local informa-

consumption. Therefore, it is crucial that the homeowners

tion meetings and exhibitions at which the subject is

are able to be inspired by others initiatives so that they

concentrated around advantages of energy improvements

can see the gains of energy improvements of the house

in the house. The energy magazine e+ gives the citizens

with their own eyes.

opportunity to follow and get inspired by the local improvements in the energy area. Furthermore, the citizens

The methodic for performing the four leads has been

can look up here-and-now-knowledge at the website of

tested several places in the municipality – also in the

Energy City Frederikshavn, where a Google Maps function

municipality as a company and it is progressively clear to

gives a quick overview over other houses in the munici-

note the positive effect of the actions, both in the mu-

pality that has been energy renovated. At Google Maps

nicipal energy costs but also in the local employment.

there is a table over the local companies that work with
energy improvements in the private houses.

Information

Civic meetings

First and foremost, it is crucial that the homeowners receive competent information and knowledge about the

Energy City Frederikshavn is often visiting villages and

energy-saving potential in their houses. Energy City Fred-

residential areas in rural areas in order to obtain direct

erikshavn has initiated different informative actions with

dialogue with the homeowners about the energy sav-

the purpose of preparing the homeowners so that they

ing possibilities that available in private homes. The Civ-

can evaluate the saving possibilities on a sensible deci-

ic meetings are held in local culture- and village halls.

sion basis. In Frederikshavn Municipality the citizen re-

Experience shows that the direct contact between the

lated information communication is determined through

representatives from Energy City Frederikshavn and the

four initiatives:

homeowners has a very positive and motivating effect.
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havn, Skagen and Saeby. It is about gathering the entire municipality under the green flags – and especially
the villages, which are extremely important to the energy
project,” says the manager of Energy City Frederikshavn.
Energy City Frederikshavn has hired an impartial energy
advisor who visits the homeowners within the municipality and gives them advice on energy savings in the
house for free. The energy advisor participates in the civic
meetings, too, where he explains the advantages of energy renovating the house; what the homeowner needs to
know and the volume of a financial gain to be expected;
All of this, in addition to the questions that the partici“We arrange meetings with homeowners all over the mu-

pants of the meetings have and their own consumption

nicipality. This is motivating the local citizens and giving

of energy.

them an accurate answer on what they can achieve by,
for instance, energy renovating their own houses,” says

”There are many good reasons to renovate the house in

the Manager of Energy City Poul Rask Nielsen and con-

an energy efficient manner. The increasing energy prices

tinues:

are just one of many but nonetheless it is a fact that there
is a lot of money to save by energy optimizing the house,”

“It is important for the citizens to know that we are here

says the energy advisor to the participating citizens.

for them and that they know what they can use us for. We
are often told that the citizens of the villages feel uncared

The main message is that all houses can be energy reno-

for in the large municipality. There is a long way from

vated – or at least energy optimized. This is a message

Oestervraa to Frederikshavn when you live in a small local

that many homeowners find interesting. The energy ad-

society.”

visor senses a growing need and demand for counseling
from the local homeowners.

A civic meeting is about two different levels of information where the head of Energy City Frederikshavn, Poul

”Many are interested in knowing how they can change

Rask Nielsen starts by explaining the visions of Energy City

their oil furnace – and what they should replace it with. I

Frederikshavn and the transformation to sustainable en-

am often asked that,” says the energy advisor.

ergy and improvements hereof.
”The good thing about these information meetings is that
”At the civic meetings I always tell that Energy City is a

we get to talk about many different solutions because of

project that does not only include the city of Frederiks

the situations that the participants are in and ask about.
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We help by, for instance, finding the best solution and we

Strandby. I also find it positive that the good and inform-

help by calculating the energy savings,” says the energy

ative energy papers are distributed to households all over

advisor.

the municipality and the fact that representatives from
Energy City also attend the meeting to present the offers

Along with the other measures that Energy City has initi-

and answer the questions,” says Knud Hjoernholm, who

ated, the civic meetings have resulted in a busy schedule

is participating the civic meeting in Oestervraa.

for the energy advisor who is experiencing a significant
growth in the approaches from the homeowners.

Aase Bakland was also very pleased with the information
meeting in Oestervraa:

Experience shows that the most motivating factors at a
civic meeting are the stories of energy renovations from

”I think it was a very exciting and very informative even-

other neighborhoods or villages in the municipality. It

ing. Inspirational presentations that gave hope and

gives a feeling of that “we can do this here, too”. In that

positive thoughts about future energy saving opportu-

way there is not a very long way from village to village –

nities and energy supplies, and they were also for the

or from house renovation to house renovation.

individual citizen. I definitely want to know a lot more
on the subject.”

An example of reactions after a civic meeting
According to the chairman of the union of the citizens
After a civic meeting in Oestervraa, compliments were giv-

Miriam Hoejmarks, this is not the last time that Oestervraa

en to the representatives of Energy City because they had

is going to invite Energy City Frederikshavn to the village

been visible in the villages. The participants express that

hall:

they would like a free and independent energy check-up
of their houses to find out how they can save money on

“It has been a very exciting evening that has given a lot

the electric- and heating bill. This is the first step of ini-

to think about. I can easily imagine that Energy City Fred-

tiating the energy optimizing in the house.

erikshavn will be invited again at some point, when we
can gather more people around the green message,” she

”I am very glad that Energy City has come to visit villages

says and continues:

outside Frederikshavn. There are considerable energysavings to obtain in the environs of Frederikshavn,” Says

”It is a great service they offer: impartial and free ad-

Frode Thule Jensen who is a local politician.

vice that can end up generating a lot of money in the
end – meanwhile it creates employment and protects the

”I find it very positive that Energy City Frederikshavn

environment.”

is visiting places all over the municipality now. In the
beginning they only went to Frederikshavn, Elling and
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Follow-up meetings

work in the fall of 2007 as a reaction to the fading town
image of decaying houses and a grocery store that is on
the edge of closing down.

A civic meeting works as a sensible ”first step” towards
creating motivation for energy-savings. Therefore, it is
necessary to pick up on ideas that flourish locally after

The wish and the will to change the town image and cre-

the meetings. It is different what kind of action that is

ate local development became the primary force for the

necessary for the next step.

initiative group who called for a civic meeting under the
theme: “The Future’s Gaerum”.

For some, the next step is about getting some counseling
where the impartial energy advisor visits the homeowner

The meeting became a great success and about 100 peo-

privately. In other cases, there are needs for a follow-up

ple showed up.

meeting with civil representation who wants guidance in
Since the civic meeting of 2007, 7 self-governed task

how they transform green blueprints into reality.

forces have completed a large number of projects, where
At a follow-up meeting Energy City plays a special role.

implementation of housing renovations, general urban

The purpose is to create and put together a solid blue-

renewal and improvement of the town and walking paths

print which makes it possible for the citizens to realize

are just a few examples of the completed projects.

the wanted improvements. In this way they retain the
ownership of their own initiations and are the controlling

Now the initiative group wants to complete a new sus-

parts of the project. It generates pride, involvement and

tainable project that can develop Gaerum even further.

commitment for the homeowner.
”The initiative group in charge of The Future’s Gaerum is
As advising partner Energy City contributes to making the

working on a more comprehensive project that is going

development process lucid and efficient. The line of com-

to be about the local community and will include subjects

mand is reduced and is focused, so that after the meeting

such as climate, energy and health. We are able to see

there is a clear plan for how the ideas can be realized step

Gaerum in the role as an energy village and therefore we

by step.

intend to use Energy City Frederikhavn’s help to develop
our vision,” says Hans Sejlund from the initiative group
to Energy City.

The purpose of a follow-up meeting with Energy City is
to break down possible barriers that can be raised if the

The initiative group in charge of ”The Future’s Gaerum”

villages cannot receive the right guidance.

summons Energy City to a follow-up meeting in which a

An example from the town of Gaerum

wide range of different ideas within the frame of the project is presented. It involves energy renovations of private
homes, a common windmill, common solar cell plant,

The initiative group from ”The Future’s Gaerum” began its
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Energy City suggests energy renovation of a house as a
model of demonstration in Gaerum, where an older house
is bought and renovated to become self-sufficient with
sustainable energy. The project shall be completed with
focus on making the financial potential visible and this is
done by buying a cheap house in Gaerum and thereafter
energy renovating it. The renovation requires craftsmen,
who are willing to spend time renovating the house. After the renovation, it is possible for interested people to
visit the model house and become inspired by the energy
renovation process and the energy efficient solutions.
village ponds and planting of a forest around the town.

”It gives greater value when you prove that it is possible

There are several perspectives in every idea but especially

to transform an idea to reality. The house needs to be sold

the possibility of planting a forest is interesting to the

afterwards of course and the energy renovations need to

initiative group. First and foremost a forest can give shel-

be at a fair price range,” says the head of Energy City and

ter and thereby calm the local climate. As an extra gain

continues:

planting a forest would generate a recreational local environment and is also part of making the houses more

“It is also honest marketing for the craftsmen who work

attractive at the real estate market.

on the project, because the work is a credible way of
demonstrating the skills and solutions delivered by their
companies.”

Even though the representatives have the commitment
to realizing the objectives, they still need a solid blueprint so that the ideas can be drawn down on a concrete
level and thus be realized step by step. Energy City Frederikshavn contributes to this process where the ideas are
elaborated to the following selected projects:
1. A house in which different energy-saving methods are
demonstrated
2. Planting of forest
3. Energy systems
The idea of making the demonstration house is to develop
the energy renovation project in the private house area
further.
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The role of Energy City is now to bring together the relevant actors, whose collaboration will result in the following:
-

Pointing out a liaison person, whose job is to inform
the citizens about further planting of a forest

-

The initiative group contacts the different craftsmen to
see if they would be interested in renovating a house
in Gaerum to become a model house.

-

To get the energy systems and the planting of forest
going, Energy City will pass on a contact who could be
interested in investing some money in the project.

Furthermore, it is about creating ”a fairytale” about the
town of Gaerum and its solidarity that gives the town a

The meeting reflects a process in which the continuing

special positive attitude and makes it an extraordinary

development and sharing of knowledge are based on the

experience to visit and to live in.

wants of the participants. The many ideas are reduced
to some manageable objectives and a concrete blueprint

”Gaerum and the nature around it is a direct result of

and approach methods have been laid out and this gives

prehistorically climate changes. The landscape is quite

the initiative group the opportunity to move on with the

dramatic and the climate changes that are on their way

project.

in our lifetime will not be less dramatic. Therefore, a town

Action plan:

like Gaerum has many reasons to begin dealing with the
climate. Especially because we believe that we can affect
the climate in a positive way, both locally and globally.”

1. Make a running follow-up with the involved
parts

This story creates the frame around the “story” that

2. Make the targets clear through professional

makes Gaerum unique and is added as a final point on

guidance

the project list:

3. Make a plan with real points
4. Prepare them for making the next steps with the

Telling the story
Thus the ideas are limited to a concrete blueprint that

project themselves via contact information on

only requires a feasible phase so that the next step for-

external actors

ward can be taken.
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inspiring the energy-saving activities by using the local examples on energy improvements. The magazine is
exclusively based on local cases and is formed from the
points of view of the citizens, how they initiated the energy optimizing subjects to their houses and what kind of
expectations they have to their own investments.
The methodic has proven its efficiency, because the content is based on the experiences from the local citizens
which make the magazine local and credible to the readers.

Why an energy magazine?

The Energy Magazine e+
Energy City Frederikshavn got the idea of publishing a loe+ is a local energy magazine which is published in a

cal energy magazine because of the lack of an informa-

close partnership between Energy City Frederikshavn and

tion platform that could make the local energy subjects in

the advertising agency Corbiz. The energy magazine was

the municipality visible so that it could motivate others in

published for the first time in October 2011 and has since

initiating subjects of their own; a platform that could put

then been published in February and June of 2012. The

the homeowner in focus because the content was based

magazine comes out three times a year and it is distrib-

on local cases where a number of citizens could show and

uted to all households and companies in the Municipality

tell about their experiences and savings in the energy
area. The purpose of e+ is to pass on the positive tales

of Frederikshavn.

from citizen to citizen where the magazine operates like a
link between the homeowners.

The publishing of the energy magazine e+ is a part of
the citizen related communication strategy of Energy City

”At Energy City, we needed a spokesperson that was able

Frederikshavn. The magazine is designed to give the citi-

to link us together with the homeowners easily and it has

zens of Frederikshavn Municipality an updated image of

been very successful with e+,” says head of the project at

the local topics that a flourishing in the energy area.

Energy City Frederikshavn.

e+ is one of the most important information sources

Besides the many local stories about, for instance, en-

for the citizens, because the magazine is including and

ergy renovations and installations of sustainable energy sources, e+ is containing a number of adverts from,
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among others, local companies, contractors and crafts-

ferent areas. The task of the journalist is to make sure

men who work within the fields of energy. This prepares

that the target group, also known as the citizen, is always

the reader for what the different companies are offering

in focus in the information transfer process. The articles

and how to contact certain companies. Thus, e+ works as

need to be described precisely and in a simple manner so

a spokesperson for local companies who want to market

that the reader can establish an overview over the mes-

their products and services to potential customers.

sages. The representative from the local bank needs to
make sure that the articles about financing and economy

”We can declare that the local businesses within the mu-

are correct. The energy advisor has a different role which

nicipality has accepted the magazine and shown interest

primarily is about adding the newest needs and tenden-

in announcing it. Thus, the energy magazine e+ can be

cies gathered from the everyday life and the task of the

published without costing municipal money,” says Corbiz

engineer is to, for instance, making sure that the quality

at their website.

of the technical formulations are optimal.

How do you put together and editorial group?

A demonstratorium

One of the most important tasks by publishing the energy magazine e+ was to put together the right editorial

At www.energibyen.dk there is a virtual demonstratorium

group. It has required a significant amount of considera-

under development. The demonstratorium takes place in

tion in finding out who would be able to cater for the fact

the web based function at Google Maps, where local en-

that e+ works towards the target group and also maintain

ergy optimizations of houses and companies are visible

a professional and technical level.

and accessible.

In cooperation with Corbiz, Energy City Frederikshavn has

Google Maps makes it possible to present energy initia-

introduced an editorial group that has been gathered with

tives from private homeowners in the municipality in

focus on communication, professional knowledge and

an informative manner, where short descriptions of the

unity. So far, the editorial group consists of a representa-

completed projects are made available.

tive from the collective heating supply in Frederikshavn, a

This means that everyone interested can

journalist from Corbiz, an energy advisor, a representative

visit www.energibyen.dk and use the dem-

from a local bank, an engineer, representatives from En-

onstratorium to see the energy renovation

ergy City Frederikshavn and a citizen representative.

projects that already have been preformed.
In addition to this, companies who sell relevant products

The idea behind the creation of the editorial group is

and services have been added to the maps as well.

that the different sets of competence the representatives
contribute will add quality to the e+ magazine from dif-
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There are a number of challenges when it comes to make
a virtual demonstratorium like this one, if the users have
to maintain the interest and use the function. First and
foremost, it is required that the project follows the local
development all the time, so that updates are available as
soon as new renovation projects are completed. This requires that the responsible part is continuously updated
when it comes to the services and products of the companies and meanwhile seeks contact to the homeowners.
A last challenge is that the virtual demonstratorium needs
to be marketed alongside the development of the project.
The function is already accessible but the project is an

It is important because a function like this one appeals to

ongoing process and will later on consist of a far larger

the homeowners who, at this moment, consider energy

number of houses and companies, so that the interested

renovations and therefore seek information. The home-

homeowners can find inspiration to energy savings.

owners who have the same considerations will most likely
only know about the virtual demonstratorium if it is vis-

”The purpose is to present projects and give inspiration

ible in the instant they need it.

to new energy projects. We also show energy producers at
the website for both privates and companies,” says energy advisor Anne Dorte Iversen.
The demonstratorium is a great platform when it comes
to meeting the homeowners’ curiosity to watch other energy renovation cases that have already been completed.
The digital show room gives the citizen an opportunity to
consider their own situation in the shadow of other people’s experience and encounters. Some of the homeowners who are in on the project are positive towards showing their new energy renovation cases. It is interesting,
because it generates good dynamics and trust when you
can see the results with your own eyes and ask questions
about advantages, financing and savings.
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Energy fair with focus on private
homeowners
The 15th of June 2012 Energy City Frederikshavn held a
well-attended energy fair in the central square of Saeby.
The fair was carried out like a big event where 20 local
contractors and companies occupied the square of Saeby
exhibiting different sustainable solutions within the field
of energy improvements in the private houses.
The program of the day was made with a determined
effort to citizen involvement. The cozy setting at Saeby
square proved to be the right environment to the pur-

understanding about the many sustainable energy solu-

pose, because the place is a junction where many people

tions that the local energy market is able to provide. All of

pass by on a daily basis. It gave the participating contrac-

this in one place: solar cells, low energy windows, heat-

tors and companies the opportunity to meet the citizens

ing installations, insulation, wood chip driven furnace,

at their own eye level and at their conditions.

LED lighting, heat pumps, total solutions and two money
institutions, who contributed by offering financial advice
and answering financial questions as well as making a
presentation of their own loan offers for energy optimizing in private houses. The local educational center also
had a stand where they put focus on energy improvements in houses.
The energy advisor from Energy City had a stand too. His
stand was surrounded by homeowners asking about all
kinds of relevant subjects. After the energy fair, the advisor had many positive notifications, for instance ordering
of energy advice and check-up of several houses.

During the planning of this event, Energy City Frederiks

The transportation needs of the homeowners were also

havn had focus on presenting a large range of sustain-

in focus, because some of the total solutions and the fi-

able- and energy optimizing technologies available for

nancing models were about transportation needs of the

private homeowners, as the primary target group of the

citizens based on the sustainable vehicles, especially

fair. In this way, the visitors had the opportunity to get an

electric cars. As a centerpiece, the participants could ex50

perience a large number of electric cars where they were
able to test drive some of the cars, for instance the sports
car model Tesla.
It was a great success and many people came from all over
the municipality – from Skagen in the north to Praestbro
in the south because the energy fair was announced in
the three largest local papers in the municipality.
After the energy fair, Energy City made an evaluation
among the participating exhibitors. They were asked to
answer some questions about what they had gained from
joining the energy fair. The evaluation forms declared
that they were very pleased with the numbers of visitors

”It is great, simple as that. I read about energy advising in
e+ and we are heading towards selling our house in the
nearest future, we are looking at the possibilities to improve the
sale by energy optimizing the house,”
says Birger Bach Jensen from Saeby and continues:

and the placement of the fair. Many added that they had
gained customers who ordered services during the energy
fair.
The energy fair was considered a huge success, both in

“I am definitely going to spread the message about free energy
advising to the people I know who has a house or
an owner-occupied flat.”

the eyes of the attendees and in the eyes of the visitors of
the stands. The interest from the citizens that the energy
advisor experienced and that resulted in 30 counseling
visits at private homes is a definite indication that the

Energy counseling comes next in the natural order, right

citizens have also had a positive experience.

after the information that Energy City has communicated
through civic meetings, website, the energy magazine e+,
etc.

Counseling

Therefore, Energy City Frederikshavn offers a free and imEnergy City Frederikshavn has been putting a lot at stake

partial energy check-up of the house to all homeowners

on energy counseling in private houses as a significant

in the municipality. This gives the homeowners the op-

area of effort when it comes to motivating homeowners

portunity to act directly and quickly while the interest is

to investigate and act on the energy-saving potential that

there. Also, Energy City has a digital offer to the home-

is existent in their houses.

owners who, sitting by their computers, has an opportunity to use the energy calculator, called Husets Web.
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Furthermore, the energy advisor is a significant tool in
terms of processing the barriers and prejudices of the
homeowners. A visit from the energy advisor helps the
homeowner to create an evaluation from a professional
and enlightened standpoint. It helps making the results
seem more lucid and manageable when the visit is about
the needs, finances and will of the single homeowner.
The many presentations and visits around the municipality have resulted in a filled schedule and an interest,
which is increasing quickly, of having a visit from the energy advisor. In a year the energy advisor have had 540
approaches.

Impartial energy advisor
In cooperation with the Frederikshavn Energy Supply

”I contacted the energy advisor because I realized that it was
impartial and free of charge when I saw the advertisement in
the local paper,” says Mogens Lie from Åsted and continues:

Company, Energy City offers the citizens of Frederikshavn
Municipality an impartial energy check-up of their houses. It is a free offer to the citizens where the advisor from

“I think that we need to begin thinking differently in order to
stop the consumption of energy in becoming too expensive.
I am looking forward to receiving the report from the energy
advisor, and when I do, I will take the recommendations of the
report into consideration, of course.”

Energy City visits the citizens in their own homes and
goes through the house looking for possible energy saving possibilities.
The energy advisor is impartial because there is no service
or product to sell or deliver. Energy City has experienced
that independent energy check-ups create trust among
the citizens.
The energy advisor gets in contact with the local citizens
through civic meetings, advertisements in e+, the paper
as well as presentations at arrangements and participations at fairs. This gives the advisor a great number of
opportunities to get to talk with the homeowners at their
eye level, offering a free energy check-up and answering
the questions that the homeowners might have regarding
energy optimization of houses.
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The energy advisor is visiting
1. Before the visit:
The energy advisor is contacted by the homeowner who wants to make an appointment for an energy visit. Together, they sort out
the time of the meeting and the advisor receives the homeowner’s information about consumption of electricity and heat. Other
relevant data is collected by the advisor from the BBR register in which the year the house is built, the heat supply and the size of
the house are registered.
From these pieces of information, the advisor gets a sense of whether the household has a larger consumption of energy than
other households with similar conditions – and it is known even before the visit. A high consumption is often a sign of a great
energy saving potential.
2. During the visit:
The energy advisor examine the outside of the house first and then the inside of the house along with the homeowner later. Often
the surface gives a clear indication about the house and if it needs renovation. It is necessary to examine the house thoroughly in
dialogue with the owner in order to find the hidden energy saving potentials. After the testing the condition of the house, the advisor examines the heating system. It is important that the heating system is adjusted to the needs of the household, if not; there
might be financial advantages in changing the heating system. During the entire visit, the advisor focuses on the owner’s wants.
“It is no use to talk about a solar cell to more than 100.000 kroner [13,350 €] if the owner does not want it or does not have the
opportunity to invest more than half of that money. The trick is to relate to what the owner wants,” says Bo Bechfeldt.
3. After the visit:
After the examination, the energy advisor prepares a report, which points out the most beneficial energy-saving subjects that can
be implemented without difficulties. The homeowner signs a contract saying that the advisor may report the energy saving to the
Danish Energy Agency if energy-saving subjects are implemented in the house. The advisor evaluates the building and calculates
the savings from data gathered by “The Danish Knowledge Centre for Energy Savings in Buildings”. The report contents an evaluation of the approximate price of the subjects that are recommended. The price is determined by the average price level of the local
craftsmen. After this, it is up to the homeowner to contact the craftsmen who can finish the job.
4. Follow-up:
After the process, the homeowner may contact the energy advisor, if there are some unresolved issues or questions that need to
be answered.
The advisor also contacts the homeowner later in the process to see if the homeowner initiated energy renovation projects and
generally hear about the next steps of the energy visit. If energy renovation projects were initiated, the advisor reports the completed energy savings to the Danish Energy Agency.
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Execution

Husets Web
At www.energybyen.dk there is

It is a great motivation for the homeowners, who consid-

a link leading to the energy cal-

er energy renovations or consider changing the heating

culator “Huset Web”. Husets Web

source, that they have access to comparable houses and

is a tool, which puts the home-

renovation cases in order to get inspiration and informa-

owner in the center. Through concrete questions about

tion about the process. With this, the homeowners have

the house, it is possible for the owner to get an indication

the opportunity to see the potentials and relate to the ac-

on if there are energy-savings to achieve. It is the home-

tual houses that prove that there are real energy-savings

owner who types in the information about the house –

to achieve. For inspiration a series of 5 cases follows. The

the rest will be collected from the BBR register.

cases are municipal, public housing and private buildings
from the municipality of Frederikshavn which have com-

A calculation at Husets Web consists of 5 screen pictures

pleted an energy-efficient transition.

with approximately 25 questions that give the homeowner an individual and free energy blueprint, if the calculations indicate that there are savings to be carried out.

Saeby Strand
A public housing building

The energy calculator evaluates coherently which challenges the house is containing in terms of insulation and
optimizing of the heating system. Husets Web gives an
indication on a possible energy optimization in the house
but one must have in mind that the energy calculator is
not as exact as a calculation performed by an educated
energy advisor. Therefore, there is an offer enclosed in
the report suggesting a visit from the energy advisor from
Energy City, if the homeowner wants it.
Husets web is an interesting tool which is easily accessible
for the homeowners who want to type in their information directly from their own computer.

Frederikshavn housing association is currently building
84 new apartments in attractive surroundings along the
promenade by the beach in Saeby city with view of Kattegat Sea. First part of the house building was completed
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in June 2012 and the rest of the 48 apartments are ready
by the 1. April 2013.
Frederikshavn housing association has chosen to construct the apartments with uncompromising focus on low
energy solutions and integration of sustainable energy.
The calculated consumption of energy will be 26,9 kWh
per m2 per year, which means that the heating bill per
apartment will be on approximately 250 kroner [33.3 €]
on account per month. In comparison a similar building
in 2010 demands would cost about 1000 kroner [133.3
€] on account per month.

Understandable consumption of energy

To achieve the optimal view- and lighting conditions, the
four housing blocks that the housing project consists of,
have been displaced in relation to each other. The hous-

In the new building at Saeby Strand, some creative meth-

ing association has made a deal with the district heating

ods have been used in order to make the coming owners

company in Saeby, so that they will keep the energy price

at Saeby Strand mindful towards the daily consumption

at a low point for the incoming renters.

of energy. Frederikshavn housing association has joined
with the local company, “Soft og Teknik”, that has devel-

The deal is about the establishment of a solar heating fa-

oped a little screen and installed it in every apartment.

cility on the roofs of three buildings where the total area

The screen works as a digital small-scaled energy advisor

of solar collectors is 500 m2.
This means that if the amount of the heat produced
by the solar collectors exceeds the consumption in the
apartments during the summer period, the housing association and the local heating company have made a deal
about having the surplus energy production transmitted
to the district heating grid in exchange for a fee. In return, the housing association buys heating from the district heating company during the winter period. The Solar
collector facility is able to produce approximately 200
MWh heating per year and is contributing to the houses,
so that Saeby Strand fulfills the future energy demands
of 2015.
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equipped with a very legible smiley concept. This device

cilities with efficient heating reclamation units in which

makes it easy for the tenants to become mindful towards

the air is divided through flexible pipes, which are si-

the daily consumption of energy. The purpose is that the

lenced.

tenants are able to regulate the energy flow, if they use
too much energy or if the air is too moist and they need
to renewing the air inside the apartment. At the smiley

Granly

screen there is four happy faces when everything is just as

Municipal energy renovation

it should be regarding: heating, electricity, humidity and
water. If one of the smileys is cranky, it is possible to find
out what to do on the intelligent screen. It plays a significant role for the indoor climate and the consumption
of energy of the apartment that the tenants are aware of
the consumption of energy – and are able to act on it.

Financial gain
A total of 140 million kroners [18.7 million €] of investment is what it took to build the 84 energy-efficient
apartments. Without the energy optimizing, the total
costs of the buildings could have been 5-10 % less. In
other words, this means that the 5-10 % extra cost of the

The municipality was about to expand the habitat Granly

buildings have been repaid within a few years. After this,

with some extra room spaces. The “Energiproffer” won a

the savings become quite notable because you mean-

tender here where the primary challenge was to build a

while count the rising energy prices, which would have

new extension and meanwhile energy renovate the two

been even higher if the housing association had not in-

existing buildings. The investment of the municipality

vested in the energy-efficient subjects in the beginning.

had to be financially efficient.
”Energiproffer” is a network of local craftsmen who have

The building is carried out in accordance to the future re-

completed a special set of educations in energy renova-

quirements for insulation and low consumption of heat,

tion of buildings. The team includes participants from

as per the provisions laid down in the Construction Leg-

the professional areas: carpenters, masons, electricians,

islation of 2015. A closed facade access towards north-

plumbers, isolation, ventilation and heat pumps. They

west secures that the houses make use of the passive so-

are all part of a construction settlement warranty.

lar heat in an optimal manner. In all of these buildings,
3-layer super low energy windows have been utilized.

The projected consisted of creating extra room for new

Every building is equipped with individual ventilation fa-

habitants but also in terms of energy improving the insti56

tution in general. After the description of the project was

The oil furnace got fired

completed, the “Energiproffer” discussed the financial
opportunities with the municipal property center who

In extension to the energy project, the old oil furnace was
scrapped and replaced with a geothermal facility which,
combined with a heat pump, heats the entire institution.
Earlier, Granly used approximately 8000 liters of oil per
year and 10.000 kWh of electricity per year. The new energy supply is expected to have a total consumption of
22.000 kWh of electricity even with the new addition of
100 m2. This reduces the energy bill significantly.

The savings are financing the renovation project
The municipality has taken a loan with basis on a 5%
interest over a period of 25 years. In the same way, it is
accepted the description.

expected that the energy prices are going to increase by

This resulted in a new extension which links the two ex-

approximately 5 % per year. This means, that the repay-

isting buildings. Furthermore, it was decided that the ex-

ment expenses are pretty much balanced out with the

isting buildings should be energy renovated meanwhile

increased energy prices. The municipality is looking at an

the new building was getting built.

annual saving of approximately 50.000 kr. [6,670 €] (exclusive taxes) and Granly now meets requirements for low
energy buildings according to the regulation of 2015.

The energy renovation of the main building itself included a new addition: the windows were replaced and a
220 mm exterior insulation was implemented with a following facade renovation. The foundation of the building
was recast and the roof construction was extended and
led to the other roof of the new extended building.
The new building, which is connecting the main building
and the building with the rooms, is 110 square meters
large and contains bathroom, office, kitchen, common
room, depot, utility room and wardrobe.
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Farmstead
Renovation with focus on energy optimization
In 2008, Karl Erik Slynge took over a 105 year old farmstead in the town of Jerup. Instead of tearing the old
buildings down and build a new one, he decided to energy renovate the 240 m2 property, which consist of a
150 m2 farmhouse and a 90 m2 outhouse.
Karl Erik Slynge wanted to contain the soul of the old
buildings and meanwhile energy optimize the property
by scrapping the old oil furnace and raise his own house
hold windmill.

A comprehensive building project
It was a massive renovation project of the two habitation buildings that was initiated. The farmhouse was externally insulated and 350 mm of further insulated was
implemented on the ceiling and the floors were also insulated with 350 mm insulation and equipped with floor
heating systems. Furthermore, all of the windows of the
houses were replaced with new super low energy windows that all together contribute, so that the farmhouse
can meet the requirements for low energy buildings according to the Construction Legislation of 2015.
Renovation work is composed in a way, so that the house

The outhouse was also insulated externally and the ceil-

produces more green energy than it consumes. This

ing got a total of 300 mm of insulation. Also waterborne

means, that the house is expected to be self-sufficient

radiators were established for house heating. After the

with sustainable energy and thereby making the owner

renovation, the outhouse lives up to the demands in the

independent of the increasing energy prices in the near

BR-2008.

future.
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From big consumption to sustainable energy

Master builder’s house
Energy renovation in the city

Before the renovation, an old oil furnace provided the
heat and hot water in the farmhouse. The outhouse was
heated by electric heating panels and the hot water came
from an electric boiler. In total, the property used approximately 3,000 liters of fuel oil and 5,900 kWh of
electricity. The changes were significant after the renovation, where the old oil furnace was scrapped.
Instead of the oil furnace, geothermal heat was installed
and connected to a 10 kW heat pump. Heat supply of
both buildings, including the production of hot water,
now counts of 10.000 kWh of electricity per year. There
has been installed a 6 kW household windmill which has
an estimated production of electricity at 15.000 kWh per

Thomas and Anni Larsen from Frederikshavn wanted

year.

some real advice on how they could make energy savings in their brick house in Frederikshavn. Therefore, the

In 2011, the total consumption of electricity was at

married couple contacted the advisor of Energy City who

16.000 kWh, which means that they bought 1.000 kWh

performed a check-up in the house in order to pint out

of electricity from the grid. Therefore, the owner decid-

energy saving possibilities.

ed to change all of the lighting sources in the property
and replace them with LED lights and thereby a saving

Small investment – large gain

of around 2.000 kWh of electricity per year is estimated.
Bearing the renovation report in mind, the owners chose

Financial gain

to have low energy windows installed in the entire house.
They chose to change the outer door and the cellar door

The owner reports that the total expenses of the energy

as the advisor had suggested in the report. The sloping

renovation in the property have a calculated repaying

walls of the house and the ceiling went through a reno-

time of 11 years. In addition to this, it is worth mention-

vation by adding 100 mm of insulation. The latter ad-

ing that the energy renovation has increased the value of

dition alone has been calculated to save approximately

the house by 80 %.

3,200 kroner [430 €] per year on the heating bill.
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For better control of the room heating of the house, the

55-60.000 kr. [7,340-8,000 €]. The last option was con-

owners chose to invest in radiator thermostats with en-

necting to a collective district heating grid, which was the

coded night lowering that contributes to further heat sav-

simplest solution with an investment of 45-50.000 kr.

ings. They also decided to insulate the 80 m2 of cavity

[6,000-6,670 €].

wall with 70-80 mm of insulation. An insulation of the
cavity walls is generally worth considering since it cre-

All of the three heating sources would create usage sav-

ates great savings. This was also the case here, where the

ings corresponding to 15-25 % of the yearly heating

investment costs was approximately 11.000 kr. [1,467€]

cost and according to the calculations of the advisor, the

that can give a calculated saving of 7,300 kr. [975€] per

owners will achieve savings of 1.485 kr. [200 €] /year,

year. Thus the investment has been repaid in less than 2

when the calculations are in accordance to the current oil

years, but the saving continues.

costs, which are 9.900 kr. [1,320 €] per year.

New heating source

The final solution was a compromise, where district heating was installed as the primary heating source and the

The owners did not know what they should replace the

furnace in the first floor was replaced by a smaller wood

old oil furnace to. The choice was between a heat pump,

chip furnace.

a wood chip furnace and connecting to a collective district
heating grid. The heat pump as an alternative to the oil

Currently, the owners do not know what the exact amount
of savings will be in all of the many energy-saving acts.
An overall calculation of the energy saving actions will be
determined next year.

Solar cells are a hit – also in Aalbaek
Solar cells installed at the roof of the house are a current
hit. It is cost-efficient and it gives the homeowner the
opportunity to be self-sufficient with electricity for the
entire household. In Aalbaek, a retired marriage couple
just had a Solar cell installed on the roof of their beautiful wooden house from 2003. The house is built in an
furnace would be the highest investment costing typically

interesting construction style, which separates the house

around 80-100.000 kr. [10,670-13,340 €]. A wood chip

significantly from other houses in the nearby area. The

furnace would be an investment costing approximately

quality of the style is obvious with the dark wood and
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The sun as a source of energy

the black tile roof. The building itself is a massive 270
m2 of which 235 m2 is heated. The house is heated by
geothermal heat.

A total number of 28 solar cell units have been installed
on the southern roof of the house. Since the owners
built the house in 2003, they have had an average consumption of electricity at approximately 8400 kWh per
year where the majority is used for heating up the house
through a geothermal heating unit. It is expected that the
solar cell facility is able to produce approximately 6000
kWh of electricity per year. This means, that the owners are achieving an estimated saving of approximately
12.000 kr. [1,600 €] per year when you assume that 1
kWh costs about 2 kr. [26.67 cents] and the owners in the
future will be producing 6000 kWh. The last 2400 kWh
they will have to buy from the electricity grid.
Installation of the new PV system means that the con-

It is (also) about attitude

sumption of heating and electricity of the household will
cost approximately 5000 kr. [667 €] per year.

Hanne and Finn Nellemann in Aalbaek had a certain rea-

Electricity in ”the bank”

son to contact the energy advisor of Energy City. It is about
the attitude of protecting the environment by using sustainable energy. They have had this attitude throughout

The PV system produces electricity throughout the year,

their lives and it is reflected in their early professional
life, where they were the first ones in Denmark to grow
organic Christmas trees at their organic farm near Frederikshavn. The energy advisor was significant to the married couple’s decision to install solar cells on the roof of
the house. By investing in solar cells, the married couple
makes a great investment meanwhile they protect the environment. It is also an important part of the decision
that the investment has to be cost efficient.
”We need our money for living and an investment in solar
cells is better than an investment in obligations,” says
the owner, Hanne Nellemann.
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but mostly in the summer period, where the sunlight is

consumption that the married couple has had so far. The

more powerful and there are a larger number of sunshine

consumption of electricity is made up annually where

hours. When the unit is producing more electricity than

the production from the PV system is subtracted from the

what is consumed, it is sent to the electricity grid. If less

consumption of the family, and they will pay for the rest

electricity is produced than spent, electricity will be com-

of their consumption.

ing from the electricity grid. Hanne and Finn are compar-

Investing and finances

ing it to having saved some electricity in “the bank”.
The married couple is eagerly following the production of
electricity, since it can be read every day directly on in the

The total investment sums up at 133.885 kr.[17,850 €],

inverter device.

which is repaid over a period of 10-11 years. When the
homeowners invest in solar cells there are two different
methods to choose between. The married couple chose
the so-called standard method, which is a simple way
of making the taxable income up. When the standard
method is picked, it is binding.

The solar cell distributor performed the municipal
contact
The married couple decided to contact a solar cell distributor a few days after the meeting with the energy advisor.
They accepted the offer from the distributor, who offered
to be responsible for the contact with the local construc-

When the meter is running backwards…

tion authority in the municipality. The local construction
authority needs to approve the PV system, before it can

After the PV system is installed, a new meter that is

be installed. It is the homeowners themselves who are

counting both ways is also installed. This means, that the

responsible for having the PV system approved, but since

meter shows the consumption of the households com-

the distributor offered it, the process became more con-

ing from the electricity grid but also a calculation of how

venient to the owners.

much is in profit in the current production, after the current consumption has been subtracted; ergo, the amount

At first, the distributor contacted the technical and en-

of electricity that has been transferred to the electricity

vironmental center of the municipality to get an answer

grid. The meter on the picture has been installed two

on the district plan of the house. According to the district

weeks earlier and shows that 360 kWh of electricity has

plan, there was nothing standing in the way of install-

been transferred to the electricity grid. The 97 kWh is the

ing the PV system. After that, the distributor contacted
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the construction authority department of the municipal-

els were ready. Throughout the process, the owners have

ity, who needed to receive documentation and pictures

been informed by the distributor and they are deeply

showing where the panels were to be installed. This part

recommending letting the distributor take care of the

was also handled by the distributor. Furthermore, the

municipal contact. ”As normal consumers, the solar cell

municipal authority initiated a neighbor hearing, so the

market and the quality of the facility and inverters, seem

neighbors had the opportunity to come up with com-

completely murky. Therefore, the most important thing in

ments on any discomfort such as reflection paths from

such a process is to trust your distributor. And we defi-

the coming solar cell panels etc.

nitely do,” say the owners.

By the deadline of the hearing period, it showed that

Financing

none of the neighbors had any comments and the hearing process lasted for about a month, which is a factor that is not often calculated by applicants where the

One of the biggest concerns in the budget account is the

neighbors, according to the construction authority, must

energy cost. This cost will most likely be even higher with

be heard. The deadline can vary from two to six weeks, as

the increasing energy prices, if homeowners do not ac-

it is a complicated law not least because of the increasing

tively make a decision to reduce their consumption of

interest in PV systems all over the country. However, some

energy.

certain measures have been put in place in order to bring
the approvals forward.

In fact, it is often a cost-efficient investment even though

In Aalbaek, the applicant had the final approval the 12th

one in four Danes thinks that they already have done

of June and after that, the distributor began installing

enough to energy improve the house. This is not the case.

the panels. Already the day after the approval, the pan-

According to SBi, the homeowners should easily be able
to find 25 % more energy-savings, which are also a sensible investment (goenergi.dk).
One of the biggest challenges by energy optimizing the
house is lack of knowledge about the financing opportunities to the projects. It is simply too complicated and
murky to comprehend the rules, even with the high focus
on energy improvements. This may seem a little contradictory.
There are a large number of different energy-saving subjects that help lowering the consumption and thereby reducing the energy bill. But it is required that the
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The most expensive is the cheapest

homeowners are willing to invest in these subjects and
look at the financing as an investment in the long term,
even though the money has to be paid now. On the oth-

The challenge is that the financial logic needs to be un-

er hand, there is a definite lack of loans or “financing

derstood reversely, when it comes to energy improve-

package deals” that gather the entire loan – maybe in

ments of the house. In fact, it is expensive to save money

packages of 20.000 kr., 50.000 kr. or 100.000 kr.[2,700-

– or said in another way, you need to use money in order

6,700-13,400 €] depending on the wants, needs and

to earn it, because there is a huge difference between

finances of the owner. There is a long way from an in-

what is optimal in the short term and what is optimal in

sulation of the cavity walls, which costs around 15.000

the long run.

kr.[2,000 €] to a fully installed PV system, which costs
more than 100.000 kr.[1,340 €], but no matter what the

You can compare it with the message that expresses itself

homeowner wants, the financing part of it should be easy

in different campaigns about, for instance, the energy-

to comprehend.

saving light bulb when it is compared to the incandescent

To ease the access to favorable loan conditions for the
homeowners, Energy City Frederikshavn has been the initiator of several meetings with local banks and finance
institutions in the municipality of Frederikshavn. Energy City has held individual meetings with some of the
banks and finance institutions and also has held a common meeting where the majority of the institutions were
represented. The task in developing cooperation between
competitive companies was to underline a common goal,
which is attractive to all parts. This creates a central motivation, which has been contributing to the fact that the
finance institutions in Frederikshavn municipality have
had a significant lead regarding energy loans to homeowners.
In the energy area, the financing market still has a way
to go. I this section, some of the possibilities and considerations will be accounted for; these are important in
terms of the financing of energy improvements in private
homes.
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light bulb. The energy-saving light bulb is more expensive

The only difference here is, that the calculations are a

when you buy it in the store, but in the long run, it is far

bit more complicated and there are a number of other

cheaper than the regular light bulb; the cheap one is the

conditions to have in mind which are not central when

expensive one, and the expensive one is the cheap one!

it comes to buying an energy saving light bulb to the
household (Spar Nord:2010).

The same expression has been used in many contexts –
and it is certainly the case when it comes to energy renovations in houses.

Year of construction, energy label A1/A2

B

C

R

E

F

Foer 1930
1931 - 1950
1951 - 1960
1961 - 1972
1973 - 1978
1979 - 1998
1999 - 2008
2009 - 2011
Source: The Danish Knowledge Centre for Energy Savings in Buildings: 2011

Where to save money?
The preferred energy improvements vary from house to

can benefit from energy renovation of their houses, it is

house. However, there are some common points that

especially the homeowners who have a detached house

homeowners need to pay attention to, because they often

from the 1970s that can achieve a massive amount of

might result in a large energy saving. Even though many

savings. It is often by changing roof, windows or the front
door.
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G

In general, there are a number of energy improvements

In some cases it means that, even an older house from the

that in most cases pay off financially (goenergi.dk):

70s may live up to the expectations and demands of en-

-

Cavity Wall isolation

ergy label B when the appropriate energy improvements

-

Insulation of pipes

are made. The energy label is required in sale advertise-

-

Insulation of ceiling and the space under the roof

ments of the house. It means that energy improvements

slope

can be a good investment both for buyers and for sellers.

-

Repairing leaks

-

Establishing solar heating facilities or solar cells

-

Replacing windows with low energy glass in existing

What do you get for the money?
By investing in energy improvements in the house, you

window frame

get more money for yourself because the amount of pockThe schedule one page 65 shows that the energy label of

et money is increased when the energy cost is decreased.

a house is directly related to the age of the house. This

But this is not it. In general, energy renovations result in

typically means that the newer the house is the better

a large number of benefits (The Danish Knowledge Centre

is the condition of the house energy-wise. Analyses of

for Energy Savings in Buildings:2011)

energy suggests that most houses with energy label F and
G contains a number of energy optimization potentials

-

Smaller heating bill

which are economically advantageous. If the recommen-

-

Safety in terms of increasing energy prices

dations are realized, energy labels (up to D) can typically

-

Increased comfort and indoor climate in the house

move up two classes.

-

The house becomes more valuable

-

The house becomes easier to sell because improved
condition energy-wise

What kind of financing to choose?
Private finances are always a very subjective matter, as
the financial conditions differ depending on the single
owner’s financial right of disposal and wants. The right
choice of financing therefore differs from one person to
another. It depends on some different factors, such as
equity in the house, savings, choice of loan and which
type of energy improvement that the homeowner chooses. For instance, it is very cost-efficient to invest in PV
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systems, according to the current law. You can read more

A newer financing reform in the banking area has been

about this later on in this section.

introduced several places. In the so-called energy loans,
banks are able to offer new and more attractive loan conditions for energy improvements.

A private homeowner has a limited range of possibilities
when it comes to finding the money to invest in energyefficient improvements of the house. It is about energy

Not all banks are offering this kind of loan, but the banks

loans in the bank, loans in credit institutions; however,

that do; the customer has the opportunity of financing his

grants and other contributions are possible to achieve,

energy improvements at an interest rate of 4-6 %, which

craftsmen deductions and especially advantageous so-

is significantly lower than what a common bank loan can

lutions, which are currently popular when homeowners

offer. There is often a maximum amount of money that

invest in sustainable energy aggregates like, for instance,

you can loan, and it is typically 250.000 kr. [3,350 €].

PV systems and household windmills. Some distributors
offer financing deals on the energy improvements for the

The new types of loan are given to a wide range of dif-

customers. All of this should be considered as part of the

ferent energy improvements where the demand is that

total financing.

improvements have to energy-optimize the house. In this
way, the energy saving contributes to the pay-off of the
loan (byggeriogenergi.dk).

But what homeowners have to examine first is where it
is most advantageous to borrow money. Said in other

The advantageous loans contribute to turning the energy

words, where is the money cheapest?

improving of houses to a great business and the savings
What the homeowners need to remember is that it is their

are in fact so large that in some energy renovations, the

own responsibility to find money to finance the energy

saving itself pays off the entire loan. When the loan has

project, because it is an investment that benefits their

been paid off, the savings continue.

own finances in the long term.

Energy loan in the bank
Due to the many financial advantages that energy improvements of houses give, the owner has a great case
to present at the bank. The banks are often positive, as
they find it sensible to loan out money that will later pay
off bigger gains and meanwhile increase the value of the
house.
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Loan to energy improvements in mortgage credit
institutions

It is statutory that mortgage credit institutions may mortgage up to 80 % of the current market value of a yearround housing property. Thereby, many homeowners

Typically, it is cheaper to loan money at a mortgage cred-

could finance the costs of energy improvements with a

it institution because the rate of interest is often lower

mortgage credit loan if there is equity in the house com-

than in the bank. On the other hand, there are other ad-

pare with the current value of the house at the housing

vantages by choosing a bank loan because it is typically

market (energitjeck.dk).

cheaper to set up the loan.

Craftsmen deductions
There is also help to get when it comes to the craftsmen
bill. The so-called craftsmen deduction has existed since
June 2011 and is still valid until the 31th of December
2012.
During the period, the homeowners are able to have the
craftsmen bill reduced when it comes to a number of renovation services and energy improvements. The owner is
only able to use his craftsmen deduction at his address
and the deduction has a maximum amount of 15.000 kr.
[2,000 €] per year per person living in the house. If there
A rule of thumb says that the loan must have a size of

are children living at home, who are above 18 years they

100.000 kr.[1.340 €], before it´s worth taking the loan at

count as adults and thus the homeowner can reduce to

a mortgage credit institution.

bill for up to another 15.000 kr. So for a married couple
with an adult young living at home, it is possible to reduce the amount of money by up to 45.000 kr. [6,000 €].

So if the loan is less than 100.000 kr.[1.340 €], it might
be a good idea to investigate the costs of a bank loan. If
the homeowner has a loan in a mortgage credit institu-

The craftsmen deduction works as a deduction in the tax-

tion already, it is worth considering having it changed, so

able income. This means that a deduction of 15.000 kr.

that it won’t cost any money to take out new loan. How-

[2,000 €] typically corresponds to a tax saving of 5.000

ever, it is often only possible to loan a smaller amount

kr. [670 €] (SKAT,1).

of money when it happens in accordance to changing an
existing loan (Realkredit Danmark,2).
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Energy improvements with deduction (SKAT,2):
•

Repairing or changing of glass in windows and patio doors

•

Repairing, renovation, insulation and replacement of roof,
including gutters and drains

•

Installation of solar collectors and solar cells

•

Repairing, painting and insulation of external walls

•

Repairing or replacement of outer doors, patio doors etc.

•

Renewal or establishing of drains

•

Installation of heat pumps, including geothermal heat
pumps

•

Installation or improvements of ventilation systems

•

Repairing or changing of oil- or gas furnaces, heating facilities and bio furnace systems

the craftsmen work needs to be done in the specific

•

Replacing or repairing of district heating units

period of time mentioned above, it is possible to pay

•

Installation or replacing of heating regulation facility

for the service up until the 28th of February 2013 and

•

Repairing or renewal of electric installations

still get deduction. If it is the insurance company that

•

Repairing or renewal of kitchen and bathroom

pays for the service, the owner is able to receive de-

•

Problems with the floor

•

Fireproofing, including network-connected smoke detectors

duction for the part of the excess that matches the

•

Installation or improving of drainage installations

•

Repairing or replacing of water installations

salary of the craftsman-part of the total bill. But to
receive deduction, it is important to be able to document the paid excess.

When a homeowner applies for craftsmen deductions,

3. The owner has to report the costs to SKAT at TastSelv

there are four steps that need to be followed (SKAT,3):

[printself] under: Indberet servicefradrag (haandvaerkerfradrag). All payments have to be reported

1. Firstly, the homeowner needs to make sure that the

separately and when the owner reports, documenta-

changes he intends to make are found on the list of

tion for the service and the payment is needed. Here-

deduction-entitled services and that the project is

after SKAT will transfer information automatically as a

within the timeframe between 1st of June 2011 and

deduction on the annual settlement where the cost

the 31st of December 2012. The changes must be per-

that is paid as craftsmen salary will be removed from

formed by a VAT registered company.

the amount of money that will be taxed. When there
are more people in the household who get deduc-

2. Secondly, it is important to pay the bills belonging

tions, all of them need to report to SKAT. It is impor-

to the project electronically, for instance with credit

tant that everyone has documentation for what part

card, check or through the online bank. Even though

of the costs they have paid for.
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It is also possible to report the amount of money on

ergy windows and scrap oil furnaces and many other en-

the estimate income of the future, so that the owner

ergy improvements; The only demand is that it decreases

pays fewer taxes instead of regaining the money.

the consumption of energy.

4. As the last step, it is important to save all pieces of

Even though it is not all of the energy companies which

documentation for service and payment. The docu-

offer financial support, it is not considered as a barrier to

mentation itself is not to be sent to SKAT but SKAT has

the homeowners. The homeowners do not need to get fi-

a right to ask for documentation up to the end of

nancial support from their own energy supplier company.

2015. When it is a company that has completed the

It does not matter which company they choose – or the

service, the owner must save the invoice in which the

location of the supplier company, this is completely up

working salary must be separated. If there are more

to the owner. Therefore, it is often worth investigating

members of the household who receive deductions,

the different types of financial support from the different

they can settle for just one invoice in total.

supplier companies; because differences from company to
company may occur.

There is one exception that must also be mentioned too.
It is regarding installation of PV systems that have become

Important: It is only possible to recieve financial sup-

very popular. When you as homeowner choose to install a

port by applying BEFORE the energy improvements are

PV system– or another sustainable energy aggregate, for

being made

instance household windmills, there are two methods to
choose between: the standard method and the account

The energy supplier companies support those types of

method.

improvements financially because they are obligated to
help lowering the CO2-leak in Denmark. They have to be

It is ONLY possible to use the craftsmen deduction if you
choose the standard method. You can read more about
this later in this section.

Support for energy improvements
Not many are aware of it, but the homeowners are actually able to apply for financial support for energy improvements in their houses. In fact, many of the leading
energy companies in the country offer financial support
when homeowners, for instance, insulate, install geothermal – or solar heating, replace windows with low en-
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able to document their efforts for CO2-reduction. There-

mills and other mini-sustainable aggregates that produce

fore, it is necessary for some supplier companies to “buy”

electricity and where the total effect does not exceed 6

the energy savings that homeowners’ make by paying the

kW.

owner, so they can effort improving their house energywise. In general, the financial support consists of a fixed

The homeowners get very attractive financial conditions

price per saved kWh in a year.

by investing in, for instance, PV systems or household
windmills, if the facility is getting connected to the lo-

By giving the homeowners financial support, the energy

cal electricity grid. In this way the owner automatically

supplier company gets the right to report the energy sav-

becomes a self-deployed and the facility has to be kept

ings to the Danish Energy Agency. By then, the company

account with. This is where the attractive advantages be-

is able to document that they are helping with decreasing

come obvious. There are two amortization methods to

the CO2 discharge.

choose between:

If homeowners are interested in receiving financial sup-

1. The standard method

port, they need to apply for it BEFORE the work is initiat-

2. The account method

ed. The owner may ask the companies to submit a tender,
but not sign a contract.

The standard method

Since it is about energy improvements that the supplier

The standard method is the most simple of the two meth-

company reports to the Danish Energy Agency, it is, of

ods and is also called the schematic method. The stand-

course, not possible to have financial support more than

ard method makes it is easy to report the tax consequenc-

once for the same energy improvement.

es of the facility.

Sustainable Energy facilities are profitable
The interest of installing PV systems is currently booming.
The 15th of May 2012, the national newspaper Politiken
wrote, that 150 are having PV systems approved every
day. This was even before the new tax deal legislation
was passed, as it made it even more attractive to invest in
sustainable energy facilities (SE-facilities).
Installing PV systems are the most popular initiative, but
SE-facilities also include, for instance, household wind71

The account method

When a homeowner chooses the standard method, it is
not possible to receive deductions for the expenses that
the owner has on the facility, for instance, the costs of

The account method is, in contradiction to the standard

having it running, maintenance, and insurance etc. It is

method, a little more demanding in terms of an extend-

not possible to write off the amount of money that it costs

ed tax form, since a completely normal account is to be

to purchase the PV systems.

made for the facility. The account method is still the most
popular method, because all expenses are fully deduc-

On the positive side, there is a basic personal allowance at

tion- or depreciation justified. In the account method, all

7.000 kr. [930 €] of the annual gross income of own pro-

of the incomes are fully taxable.

duced electricity. This means that the owner only has to
pay taxes of the income of the facility that exceeds 7.000

The owners may have deduction for the costs of, for in-

kr. [930 €] per year. A normal 6 kW solar cell will mostly

stance, expenses for maintenance, insurance and ac-

not exceed the basic personal allowance and therefore,

countant. The latter is in most cases necessary.

the owner will not have to pay taxes of the income.
This might occur at household windmills, when the pro-

In order to choose the account method, the facility must

duction is calculated per annum. If the incomes are high-

be removable. The facility cannot therefore be an in-

er than the basic personal allowance, only 60 % of it will

tegrated part of the house, but it has to be set on the

be taxed.

ground, on the wall or on a stand on the roof. All of the
profit/loss has to be added to the tax form under personal

The standard method makes it possible to use the crafts-

income, which is taxed. Tax is paid per produced kWh, 60

men deduction and the tax relief on interest can also be

oere per kWh [8 cent per KWh] the first 10 years, 40 oere

used. If the house is to be sold, you do not report gain or

[5.3 cent per KWh] the next 10 years.

loss for the facility.
A house PV system typically costs 100.000 – 150.000 kr.
The standard method is binding and it is therefore not

[13,350 – 20,000 €] depending on distributor and qual-

possible to change to the account method later. If a

ity of the material. What the facility costs cannot be de-

homeowner has more facilities, the same method has to

ducted but it has to be written off over a number of years.

be used for all of them; although, spouses can own a

In other words, the homeowner writes off the investment,

facility and choose methods independently of each other.

although not more than 25 % of the current value of the

The pricing of electricity, produced by own PV system is set

facility annually, and not in values lower than 12.300

at 60 oere per kWh [8 cents per KWh]for the first 10 years

kroner [1,640 €].

after the connection to the electricity grid and at 40 oere
per kWh [5.3 cent per KWh] the next 10 years (BDO:2011).
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The government has brought forward an initiative which
makes it more attractive to use the account method: The
initiative is valid for 2012 and 2013 and states that you,
instead of writing off 100 % of the investment over a
number of years, are able to write off 115 % of the investment.
By choosing the account method, it is not possible to make
use of the craftsmen deduction and if the house or facility
is to be sold, the profit has to be reported and taxed. The
same counts, if the owner wishes to replace the account
method with the standard method (BDO:2011).
Here, the financial advisor can provide a specific answer
to what kinds of financial opportunities there are avail-

There is still some way to go

able, in conjunction with homeowner’s financial margin.
It is very individual what the best solutions is – it is, for

There are a lot of decisions to be made when you as a

instance, about the finances, equity and what kind of

homeowner need to find the most optimal financing so-

energy improvements there are in the project.

lution for energy improvements in your house. This is still

Therefore, it is important that the homeowner always in-

one of the big challenges that needs to become clearer

volves the professionals in his decisions, so that the solu-

and especially more simple legislation is desirable, but

tions become precise in relation to the needs and situa-

also more affordable mortgage options would be wel-

tion of the homeowner.

come.

Finally, it is still important to update the financing oppor-

One of the most important conditions, in order to make

tunities that are available now, if some serious boosting

the right decision the very first time, is to let an impartial

of the energy renovation activities around the country is

energy advisor evaluate the energy consumption of the

to take place. In the future, there will be a need for more

house. The advisor can help the homeowner preparing

alternatives that also can benefit homeowners in the ru-

the perfect energy improvement plan for the house, an-

ral districts. It is a fact that the houses outside of the city

swering question and identifing possible challenges with

has a tendency of decreasing in value and therefore, it is

a renovation project. When a homeowner has decided to

difficult to loan money to energy improving these houses,

complete a certain energy renovation project, it is often

even though it could contribute to making them more at-

a good idea to go to the bank with the energy report,

tractive to live in. There is still some way to go before the

made by the advisor, the cost of implementing the project

financing opportunities match the energy saving poten-

and the possible tender offered by the craftsmen in hand.

tial that is found in the Danish housing stock.
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